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INCHESTER

MAKES NO DIFFERENCE
IN TME SHOOTING QUALITIES OF

REPEA T IN G S H O T GUNS

U .M .C .

are cheap in price, but in price only. “ Take D ow n ”
guns list at $27.00 and Solid Frame guns at $25.00, but
they will outshoot and outlast the highest priced
double barreled guns, and they are as safe, reliable
and handy besides. Winchester Shot Guns are made
of the very best materials that can be procured, a
thoroughly modern system of manufacture permitting
them to be sold at buyable prices.
f*

A m m unition.
**3hoots well
•Sc-ndfor new Shooting Record«
t*n<£ U
.hf.C. Catalogue.
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TheVnion M etallic C artridge Co.
F a c to r y — B r i d g e p o r t , C o n n .
Agen cy

D epot

515 Broo.dwoL^, N«x york, N.y.
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H O T E L S

4*2-5 Ma.rket St, 5 mi Fn\nc»fica,C*.l-

FREE—Send name and address on a postal card for 164 page illustrated catalogue.
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C A M P S

N e w Y ork Cit y .
Ashland House
Corner 4th Avenue and 24th street A m eri
can and European plans.
Room s, per day, $1.00 and upwards.

H O T E L S

AND

CAMPS

Camp Bemis and Birches
Bends, terminus o f Kum ford Falls & Rangeley Lakes R. It. Two trains daily. Steamers
connect to all points on the lakes. Birches
is six miles distant on Student’s Island. Cosy
log cabins, open lire.s at both places afford
comfortable nomus fo r the summer for ladies
and gentlemen. E xcellent lisliing close at
hand. Send for circular.
Cai *t . F. C. B a r k e r , Frop’r, Bemis, Me.

♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ » <»♦♦♦♦♦♦»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦<

♦ For HEALTH, REST, or PLEASURE,
A ugu sta , Main e .

The Augusta House is during the present

legislature, headquarters for senators, rep
resentatives and committees. The house lias
been thoroughly renovated qnd refitted and
now every room is heated by steam. Now is
On Ran gkley Lak e .
Mingo Spring- Camps.
the time to engage rooms for the opening
Located on Mingo Point. Rangeley Lake
Best o f salmon and trout fishing; cos> cot week. Address
tages; open fires; the famous Mingo Spring
H. E. Ca p e n , Proprietor,
w ater; pine and balsam groves. Everything
for the comfort and convenience of Sportsmen
and summer boarders. Send for circular.
Augusta, Maine.
CHAS. E. b e l c h e r , Rangeley, Me.
Ra n g e l e y L a k e s .

W I N C H E S T E R R E P E A T I N G A R M S C O ., N EW HAVEN, CT.

RxNGELEY L a k e s ,

% THE RANGELEY LAKES are unsurpassed.
♦

Write for a copy o f the descriptive book, “ The Rumford
Falls Line and the Rangeley Lakes Resorts,” issued by the
Portland & Rumford Falls Railw ay.
It contains half-tone cuts of every hotel and public camp on
the Rangeley Lakes, and is sent free to any address.
The Rumford Falls line is the only all rail, S T A N D A R D
G A U G E route direct to the heart o fth e Rangeley s— and is
the only line running Through Cars from Portland to the
Lakes. Excursion Tickets on sale during the season for all
Rangeley Lakes Points. Steamer connections at Bemis for
all parts of the Lakes.
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Buy y ou r tickets v ia the Rumford Falls Line.
Bald Mountain Camps are near the Middle 4
W rite fo r one of our pocket maps of the Rangeley Lakes.
Grounds, Shark Grounds and Stony Batter £
and as convenient as otner public camps, for
♦
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RUMFORD FA LLS R A ILW A Y,
Little Mud pond, Big Mud pond, Kennebago
river. Steamboat accom m odations (). K.
X
R.
C.
BRADFORD,
Traffic Manager, Portland, Me.
Telephone at the camps. Two mails daily.
You’ll get a reply right back, if you write for
free circular to
A mos E l l is , Prop’r,
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
Haines Landing, Maine.
At W i lson ’ s M il l s M e .
B elg rad e M i l l s , M e .
i Aziscohos House. $1.50 day. $7 to $10 week.
The Belgrade.
telgr;
Situated in the heart of a beau- ! Licensed guides furnished. F r e d F l in t , Pr’r.
îere thiH
tifiti lake region w here
the fishing for bass i ,
and trout are unex elled, Write
P ine Po in t , M e .
(Which will be along pretty i S O l Y I C r S C t R s M W Q Y y
lars.
Burnham Cottage. Two miles from Old Or
T he B e l g r a d e , Belgrade Mills, Me.
chard can be found some of tlie finest duck
soon now,)
I O ak la n d to B i n g h a m M e .
shooting in the state. Marsh birds, rabbits
Via R a n g e l e y o r B em is .
t h e e n t h u s ia s t b e g i n s t o
make That you reach the Fishing R e s e t s o f the
and mink abundant. Good table board. Lob
sters and clams fresh every day. Accom mo
ready for the season’s sport.
Mountain V iew House.
U p p e r K e n n e b e c Valley.
dation tor six or eight persons. Rate, $1.00 a
day. Address,
Let ns tell you about some The most prominent resorts being, Rowe
J a s . P. Ha y n e s , Marsh Road,
and Cairy Ponds, Bald Mountain Lodge,
new waters, where we know Moxie,
Pine Point, Me.
Purlin and Pleasant Po d.
Many others, all have good camps and
you will have good luck.
equipment.
O ly salmon and trout taken
N o rckoss , Me .
Address
from these waters. Two trains daily between
Sourdnahunk Camps are pleasantly situated
Blngbam
and
Boston. Round trip tickets on
in the Mt. Katahdin region. Nineteen splen
sale at principal Boston & Maine R. R. sta
did trout ponds within three miles of Kidney The Sunrise Route,
tions.
Fishing
season opens about May 25.
Pond Camps. New trail from camps to Mt.
For circulars and information address
Katahdin three miles, to Sourdnahunk Mts.
Dept.
K.
Calais,
M
e
.
W.
M.
A y e r , Supt. Oakland,Me.
one and one-half miles. This region has re
cently been opened up and is a Dig fish and
game country. For particulars. Address.
H O T E L S
AND CAMPS.
I. O. Hunt , Prop., Norcross, Me.

In Gentle Spring, “ is via the °,d ~

On Ph il l ip s & Ra n g e l e y R. R.

Here is situated a Hotel of rare attractive
ness in beautiful location for summer board.»
ers and at the same time in close proxim ity
to the best places for fishing on Rangeley
lake. Hunters in the season also find plenty
o f deer, partridge and w oodcock near the
hotel. The cuisine here is such as to hold
patrons year after year, the rooms are what
people from the cities like, large, well lighted
and pleasant. We serve vegetables, berries,
fish and game at appropriate times in the
year and the table is always suppli- d with
excellent fresh milk and cream. Per • water
runs to the house from a spring aoove. This
is a particularly good place for safe and
pleasant boating and the drives and walks
are unsurpassed. Croquet and lawn tennis
grounds adjoin the house. Write for a free
circular to
L. E. Bo w i .e y , Mountain View House,
Mountain View, Rangeley Lakes, Me.

Redington House,
One minute’s walk from station on P. & R
R. R. The best of pond and stream fishing in
close proximity to house. Deer, fox, w ood
cock or partridge shooting unexcelled any
where. Address
Mrs . W. H. Ha r r is o n , Prop’ r,
A ld in g ton , Maine.
Via E u st is .

King and Bartlett.

Hotel Blanchard. Hunting, Fishing. J. S.
D u r r e l l , Proprietor, Stratton, Me.
At F l a g st a f f .
Lake House and Camp. C’amp is reached from
hotel bv boat. Great hunting. Moose and
deer seen daily. S. C. Du r r e l l . Flagstaff, Me.
Via R a n g e l e y .
The Seven Ponds.

These ponds are situated twenty seven
miles from Rangeley and are reached by
buckboard to Kennebago lake, thence by
steamer across the lake and again by buckboard to our camps at Beaver Pond the cen
tre of the Seven Ponds region.
The new buckboard road is not new enough
to be dangerous, and constant work upon it
is rapidly reducing tlie number of deaths re
ported to us daily. From our Camps upon
Beaver pond excellent trails afford easy ac
cess to a number of ponds where splendid
trout lisliing is an unfailing certainty and
tlie capture o f an occasional fish quite a com 
mon occurrence. No expense haa.been spared
In securing the grandest mountain and lake
scenery for the exclusive use of our guests,
for which no charge is made. Trout rise
freely to the fly during the entire season and
“ tales” of 10-pounders are constantly heard
flapping in the guides’ quarters. Game of all
kinds is so abundant as to be a positive nui
sance and the follow ing may be hunted in
the open season: Minges, Moose, Caribou.
Catamounts, Bears, Deer, “ Draw-Poker,
Hedgehogs, “ Hearts,” House Flies, 1 artrid g e s , Ducks, Drakes, “ Seven up,” Weasles,
Wardens and other small game.
While Black flies and Mosquitoes are very
rare, tar ointment is served at every meal
and is deservedly popular.
An excellent
table is kept, upon which more or less food is
served, most of which is consumed by our
guests without abusive language. Good beds
are not unknown; while every luxury to be
found in any modern hotel, may be called
for. Anything Chat a third-class cam]) trying
to pass itself off as a comfortable well kept
one, finds it necessary to promise, we do, to
any extent. We seek patronage from anyone
w h o desires to visit the real backwoods and
w ho is not afraid to take desperate chances.
Board and boats furnished at reasonable
rates. Guides furnished on application.
Parties wishing to visit this place will please
write in advance so that we can have camps
In readiness. The railroads will sell excur
sion tick ets at reduced rates from Boston to

On Mooseloo km egu n tic La k e .

Mooselookmeguntic House,
situated in the heart of the best fishing
district o f the Rangeley lakes. The hotel is
2.000 feet above sea level and hay fever is
guaranteed to be absolutely unknown.
Address, from November until May, Theo
L. Pa g e , Proprietor Senate Cafe, Washington,
D.C. After May 1. Hainds’ Landing, Me.
Via Ra n g e l e y .
Kennebago Lake House, on the shore of Ken
nebago lake. Tlie best fly fishing in the
country every day in the year. High altitude.
No hay fever. Pure water. Game in abun
dance.
R ichardson Bros .. Proprietors.

In D ead R iv e k R e g io n .

THIRTY
DOLLARS TO
CALIFORNIA,

Co n v e n ie n t from r a n g e l e y .

Camp Among Cloud*.
Excellent hunting
and fishing. Good accommodations. Take
your own cook. Inquire of
C. H. Neal, Rangeley, Me.

—

—
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E u s t is , Me .,

Rou d Mount - in lake Camps.
Fishing and Hunting—Trout rise to the fly
every day in the season. 2800 ft. elevation.
Preserve of 2340 acres. No liay fever Send
for circular, ( h a s . L. B l y . Successor to
E dgar Sm ith & Co.

:
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From Chicago, and $27.50 f om
St. Louis. Tuesdays, February
t2 to April 30.
In tourist sleepers and chair cars.
It’s always summer in California,
and California is less than four
days away via the

Santa Fe Route.
S . W . MANNING, N . E. A gen t,
332 Washington St.., Boston, Mass.

E ustis . M e .

Tim Pond Camps.
in tlie Dead River region. Fly fishing and
square tailed trout guaranteed every day in
the season. Game plenty. 2000 feet above the
sea level. Send for circu’ar.
J u lian K. V il k s . Eustis, Me.
We have 50,uuu acres o f land which contains
some of the best fishing and hunting territory
to be found in tlie state. Deer and other
V ia R a n g e l e y .
game in abundance. Headquarters for par
ties making camping trips to different York’s Camps at Loon Lake, xvilhin five miles
points. Just the place to come if you want of Rangeley village. There are ten ponds
to get a deer. Address Ha r r y M. Pi e r c e ,
within two miles. Partridges, deer and
Eustis, Me. Boston correspondent,
F. H. Lo th r o p .72 Rutland St.
moose in abundance. Hunting unexcelled
Camps neat and each party has a camp by
itself. Those planning a hunting trip can
V ia Bin g h a m .
find no betier place Ilian York's Camps.
Carry Ponds Camps.
For particulars, address
If you are looking for a place to go fishing,
R. S. Y o r k , Prop’r,
or to spend the hot months of summer, or a
hunting trip next fall, write to Henry J. Lane
Rangeley, Maine
Bingham, Me,, for descriptive circular of his
resort at Carry Ponds. Good accom moda
tions for ladies.

FOR SPORT
bting rod and gun to Kineo, the
heart of Maine’s best game region,
and stop at

A t F a r m in g t o n .

Hotel W illow s. Pleasantly located for hunt
ing and fishing parties. Guides furnished at
short notice. Delightful scenery and drives.
Clean Camps. Good beds. Impure of
C. A. M a h o n e y , Prop’r,
P h il l ip s M e .
Phillips Hotel, near station, new furniture,
electric lights, steam heat.
A. L. Ma t t h e w s , Prop’r.
Bangor , Ma in e .
Windsor Hotel. Headquarters for sportsmen
Table first-class. Free carriages. F. W.
Du r g in , Prop’r. MOODY BROS., Clerks.
A t F ar m in g to n .

Stoddard House.
Most central location. Electric lights and
electric bells. Heated in the summer by hot
air and in the winter by hot water.
WILL H. M cD o nald , Prop’r.

L e w is t o n , M a in e .

Hotel Atwood, opposite Lower Maine Central
R. R. station. Thoroughly renovated, re
furnished, new proprietor. All modern
One of Hie most popular resorts of the Dead River region, plenty of brook trout fishing
conveniences. First-class table, cosy rooms. near the house and three 1 omis on the farm stocked with trout and salmon. All kinds of
game in near vicinity. Deer seen near the house. Several cottages wed furnished and
When in Lewiston give us a call.
pleasantly located furnish accommodations for guests. Cuisine equal to any hotel in Maine.
R As^ anyone about Beaver Pond Camps and
P. R. N e v e n s , Proprietor.
El vat'ou 1,600 feet. Hay fever unknown. Excellent teams connected with house.
If thev d o n ’ t speak well of us, then address
us direct for any desired information.
I. W . G R E E N E , P r o p ’ r., C o pl in , M e.
Lewiston,
Maine.
E d . G r a n t & Son , Beaver Pond, Me.

Greene’s Farm House and Cottages.
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CAPTURED TH E BEAR.
Fought a She Bear With a Club
and Secured the Cub.
Fifty Dollars the Price Received
For the Cub.
[Special correspondence to the Maine Woods.]
W e st P h i l l i p s , Mar. 6, 1901.

More than a century has passed since
the incident occurred that I’ m about to
relate and many changes have taken
place. Franklin county was then al
most an unbroken wilderness.
A few
sturdy and resolute pioneers had made
their way up the Sandy river as far as
where now stands the pretty little vil
lage of Strong. As the soil near the
river was not considered good wheat
land, one of the party, Daniel Oowen by
name, stuck his stake a mile and a half
north of the rest, and the place goes by
the name of Cowen hill to this day.
Amos Stevens was Cowen’ s first neigh
bor aud the hero of this sketch. Stevens
was a man of 25 yeais, weighed over 200
pounds and xvas a giant in height and
strength. Moose aud bears in those
days and all other game were very plentilul.
It was in October that Stevens made a
«■all on his best girl aud started home at
a rather late hour, by the light of a
small moon through the woods his road
being a spotted line with small bushes
cut out. As he was leisurely making
his way through the woods, he heard a
rustling in the leaves near by.
He
stopped to listen and seeing a small ani
mal slowly walking from Uim, he in
stantly recognized it to be a cub bear
and decided to capture it alive and
carry it home.
^ Instantly he sprang on the bear and
struck him a smart blow on the head
with a stout cane which he carried. The
bear wa insensible for a moment.
He
took up the little bruin in his left hand
and ra sed him up under his arm and
started home. He had not gone far be
fore the cub came to his senses aud gave
a scream. Not ten rods away was the
cub’s mother, and as she heard the call
for help, she charged on Stevens with
all the fury of a she bear fighting ior
her young.
As the cub gave another call for help.
Stevens slipped his left hand around the
cub’s nose, thus stopping his noise. He
manfully stood his giound and faced
bruin, at the same time changing ends
of his heavy cane. When the bear got
within two feet of Stevens, she stopped
and stood on her hind feet.
Each
looked the other over.
The bear in
tended to grapple with her foe, but was
afraid of hurtiDg her cub. Thus they
stood for a moment.
Stevens com

menced slowly to walk backwards. The
bear dropped down on all fours and
wa ked up still closer, coming up on
one 1 de of him a he turned, keeping
Uie cub on the side next to the bear.
He then commenced to walk slowly
towards home with the bear nearly un
der the cub on his left side.
As they walked along each became
less afraid of the other, and he said the
bear played around him which attracted
the attentioa of the cub and he began
to struggle and tried to get away.
His attention was directed more to
the kid than the old bear, who, to use
his own words, “ was playing around me
like a cooper around a cask. I thought
if she wanted the cub more than I did,
she might have him, so I dropped him.”
As soon as the cub struck the ground
the circus began. The bear charged
him on her hind feet and got in a blow
on his sh; ulder inflicting quite a severe
wound. Stevens, taking hold of the
small end of the stick with both hands,
swung for her head, but she caught it
with her paws and said he: “ Had it not
been for a knot she would have taken It
out of my hands.”
Said he in after years: “ When the old
lady drawed that knot through my hand
and took the skin with it, I got my mad
up, then I sailed in. I pounded her
enough to thrash out a peck of wheat.
I began to feel anxious as to the final
result. My hand was bleeding very
badly and I began to feel that I would
like to take a rest, but I kept pounding
away at her paws but could not get in a
clip at her head. She would stop the
blow with her paws and teeth every
time. She was on her hind feet and her
bead came up to my shoulders, and her
paws and mouth were a gore of blood.
‘ I made a feint as if I was going to
strike her under her fore legs, thus
throwing her off her guard, at the same
time changing my stroke for her head.
I succeeded in hitting her about half
way between the nose and eyes and laid
her out for a time. I always regretted
that I did not finish her then aud there.
Seizing the cub again by the nape of the
neck 1 started on the run for the cabin,
which was about fifty r ds away. As I
neared the log hut I looked back. The
beat had come to her seuses a id was
within ten rods of me. I was glad to
get hold of that latch striug. Tne bear
came and scratched on the door that
night for her baby. I sold the bear in
one year for $50, but would not take the
chances again for twice that amount..’ \
He kept the cane as long as he lived
and showed it with piide to his many
triends and called it his life preserver.
I have known of one simular case of a
man capturing a bear cub and the
mother of the cub following the man to
his own uuuse and quietly returning to
the p’ace where she left the other cub.
A bear was never known to molest a
m in as long as he held the cub in his
arms for fear of hurting her young. So
(Continued on page 4.)

You have no duubt already begun to make
plans lor your

OUTING IN MAINE
in 1901.

When you joint up your

Fishing Rod . . . .
bear in mind that the R VNGELEY LAKES
and LEAD RIVER REGIONS furnish un
surpassed iacilities for the amusement of
anglers.
Write for free booklet about the Sandy
River, Phillips & Rangeley and Franklin &
Meg a ntic Railroa ds.
F. N. BEAL Phillips, Me.
FLETCHER POPE, Redinglon, Me.
Supt. S R R. R.
Gen. Man’ g ’ r. P. & R. R R.
G. M VOSL, Kingfield, Me., Supt F & fl. Ry.
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one of the nearby camps, and our wants I fear I shall be unable to do the story
S P O R T S M E N ’S S U P P L I E S
would certainly be supplied. Mr. justice. But here it is:
Edwin Stetson had two public camps on
“ You may have heard me say that I
Tw o Months of Very Successful the shore of the lake, some three miles
Abolish Still Hunting to Save
spent several weeks up this way last
or so from the spot we had selected for
Hunting In Northern Maine,
Human Lives.
our camping grounds, and here we year, with several friends from New
Enjoyed by a Party of Boston found that we were able to obtain York. We prqtty thoroughly explored
almost any supplies that we might at the hunting territory in this part of
Newspaper Men.
Its Game
Maiue, but we came the very last of Does Maine Value
different times be in need of.
Our friends, the guides, whom we September, so did not have a chance to
Higher Than lis Citizens
Fishing Also Formed a Pleasant afterwards found to be thorough gen do much fishing. We spent consider
[Special
correspondence to the MAINE WOODS ]
Feature of the Trip.
tlemen, and princes among good fellows, able time camping not very far from
G
r
e
a t P o n d , M e ., March 5, 1901.
where
we
are
now,
and
I
came
to
be
B Y H. L . GOODW IN.
offered to assist us in putting in shape
pretty familiar with the lay of the land
February
has not been an ideal month
our
board
camp,
but
we
declined
their
(Continued.)
about this lake, and that I know the for fishing this year, there has been too
assistance
with
thanks,
telling
them
T h e third and fourth stories of the
territory for miles around you will soon much snow and bitter winds.
Crosby establishment are the work that we had come with the intention of learn, after we get to hunting next
At Lakeview, Alligator lake, the sea
doing all our own work, and we pre
rooms, where the skilled assistants pre
month. Our party got several deer son was opened by a .distinguished
pare the skins and mount the game and ferred to begin at once. We found we within a few miles of where we are now
party.
The gentlemen were: Chief
flak. Though the big game season had had undertaken quite a job, when we
sitting, but we did not get a shot at a Justice A. P. Wiswell, Judge L. A.
n ot opened when we visited this inter refused this assistance in getting our
moose here, though we several times Emery, Judge J A Peters, Jr., A. W.
esting place, the scene was still a very camp together, but after a time, with
came across their tracks, and signs were King, M. Gallert, Dr. G. A. Phillips,
the
use
of
a
hammer,
screwdriver
and
busy one.
plenty enough to make a greenhorn like Henry Whiting and J. T. Giles of Ells
E. I D U P O N T de N E M O U R S
sundry
nails
and
screws,
together
with
Wednesday and Thursday were spent
myself think that the woods were full of worth, Dr. J. T. Hiuch and L. P. Deasey
more
or
less
pounding
of
thumbs,
ac
in and about Bangor, for we had no de
moose.
of Par Harbor. The Abeuaquis club Otter Stayed Near Their Hole In
sire to hurry matters, and proposed to companied by forcible expressions of
regret
and
disgust
at
the
same,
we
had
“ We were all anxious to get a shot at chef, John Malone, accompanied the
see all that there was to be seen. We
the Ice.
rook a look at the salmon pool a mile the camp up and iu habitable condition, a moose, and after considering the mat party. Although their stay was short —
three
days
—
they
carried
home
some
sufficiently
tight
to
protect
us
from
the
ter
we
decided
to
spend
a
few
days
near
from the city, where so many of the
[Special correspondence to the M aine W oods.]
fam ous Penobscot river salmon which weather, though there was at that time Ashland, something over a hundred handsome trout and salmon and doubt
E a s t W il t o n , M e ., Mai. 4, 1901.
w e had often seen m the city markets, little indication that we should need miles north of here. At that time Ash less the memory of a good time.
Dr.
H.
W.
Haynes,
H.
F
Wescott,
any
such
protection,
for
it
was
a
beau
land
could
only
be
reached
by
team
or
When
I lived in Aroostook county in
are taken every spring, and wished that
stage, the brauch railroad to that town H. B. Estes and John Duffy of Elis- 1893 I supplied Samuel Morrison’ s log
i t harl been the proper season, that we tiful night without a cloud in the sky.
To be sure the camp was little larger then being nothing but a pi’oject, worth spent the week of the big storm ging camp at the foot of Sketicook lake.
m ight have thrown a hook into the
water ourselves. We also got the idea than a full fledged piano box, but it was though it had been definitely decided at tbe lake and when at last they got Iu going to and from the camp we had
large enough to answer the purpose, that the branch should be built this out to the village they had to wait until to pass what was called Mud pond,
£ nto our heads that we might even go to
and by moving the bed of boughs out of year One October day we boarded the the next day for the road to Ellsworth which contained about five acres and
JBangor some time when the season was
doors on pleasaut days, we got along train at West Seboois station with to be opened. They got fifty-five sa'm- was situated about oue and one half
right, and have a try at the big fellows.
very comfortably. After three or four tickets for Presque Isle in our pockets. on and trout, some of which were said miles from auy inhabitant.
W e decided among ourselves without a
days, too, at the suggestion of the Prof- If you remember we had some delight to be large.
At the lower end of This pond lived
negative voice, that it must be gieat
fe8Sor, we built a snug brush camp not ful weather in October last year, and
Alvah Jewett of Amherst, A. E Mace three otter. We could see them out on
sport.
far from our board camp, and here some more favorable circumstances for hunt of Aurora, F. E. Mace and S. R. Shuman the ice all winter. They had a hole
Ws also paid a short visit to the In
of the party slept every suitable night ing could not be asked for unless one of Great Pond spent a few days at Half through the ice so that if anyone came
dian tribe—the Penobscot Indians—at
while we were in that locality. In the wished to track game on snow, which, Mile pond the first of the month.
near they could dodge into it, and al
Oldtown, where they have a large
board camp we were obliged to keep of course, could only be done much
A party of young people, chaperoned though they stayed there until we got
i aland all to themselves, and have an
our supplies, for there we could lock later in the season.
by Mrs. Clarry, left here today to spend through work in the spring we never
attractive, well-arranged and well-man
them up safely, and make them practi
“ At Presque Isle we took the stage, Sunday at Lakeview, the guests of the saw them far from their hole. Otter
aged village, and decided that the In
cally beyond the reach of man or beast.
and after a ride of twenty-four miles, proprietor, J. F. Haynes. In the party are getting very scarce.
dian is not always half as bad as he has
No doubt they would have been perfect
When Crosby & Hoyt and W D Tarfound ourselves in the little village of were Miss Grace Bracey, Miss Grace
sometimes been painted, by his white
ly safe without this precaution, still we
brother, who is himself no better than
Ashland, right in the heart of some of Collar, Miss Daisy Clarry, Alfred Clarry box traded at Phillips they bought a
considered it wise to make sure of it,
very few skins. The price paid was
the best hunting territory in the world. and Earl Bracey.
lie ought to be, and that by no means all
for the loss of our supplies would have
We were quite isolated from the outer $1.00 a foot, from tip to tip. The tail
At Ashland we were met by Mr. Ira Mc
th e good Indians are dead Indians.
been a serious thing to us.
Kay and taken to his hunting camps on world for awhile after the storm; no was split and stretched on a board.
Friday morning we took the Penob
The first night we put up with a cold
My first visit to Aroostook coun’y was
Big Machias lake, twenty miles away, mail for three days and the Ma in e
s c o t flyer, the morning express train on
supper of canned beef and pastry, with
jjvhere we were assured that we should W o o d s , which usually reaches us on in 1858. At that time there were many
the
Bangor & Aroostook
railroad,
a cup of hot tea to wash it down, mad#
have little or no trouble in getting a Saturday, did not arrive until Wednes bears, wolves, Indian devils and bob
which leaves Bangor about 7 o’clock.
over a small oil stove which we had
cats there. I Lave traveled a good deal
moose. We remained five days, and I day or Thursday.
T h is is in every way an elegant train,
taken along with us. Then, after build
Although not personally interested in in that country, but I failed to find so
shot the only moose that was killed dur
equipped with the finest of palaces and
ing a good brush fire in front of the
ing that time. We-engaged two guides, the game question, I have given some large a pine tree as Mr. Coburu said he
passenger coaches, which run through
door, the happy party spread blankets and the first thing they did was to teach thought to certain phrases of it and left cut down in the town of Masardis
the wilderness over as smooth a railroad
on the ground, lighted pipes and pre
us to use the birch bark ‘ moose call,’ especially to the long list of men added iu Aroostook county. He said that he
as can be found anywhere in the coun
pared for an hour of ease before retiring which I will tell you how to make and to each year’ s record of moose and deer. helped cut a piue tree that was eight
try. A Maine Central crew handles the
for the night. All were tired, for the
how to use later on, for we may our It seems to me that as long as still bunt feet iu diameter, or eight feet on the
train until Oldtown is reached, where
task of erecting the camp, preparing the
th e Bangor & Aroostook road begins.
selves run across a moose ou this trip. ing is permitted the mistaking of men stump. There is no sled that was ever
for deer will go on, and in talking with built in those times that would hold up
The train passed through Pea Cove, beds, and collecting a sufficient quantity At least I hope we shall.
a well known guide here—one who gives a log of that size. I waut Mr. Coburn to
A lton, South Lagrange, Lagrange, and of firewood, had been no light one, and
“ We made several attempts at moose
that sort of labor was something new to
much tbougLt to the game interests of take off two feet from the size of that
B oyd Lake, before reaching Milo June
us all, though the Mighty Hunter de calling iu the very early morning and in the state —I found h-« agreed with me. tree and call it six feet in diameter.
Lion, where the Moosehead Lake and
the evening, and tried still-hunting in
•Greenville branch connects with the clared that he bad often done the same tbe daytime, but though we saw numer The bill now before the legislature, pro
J . S. T a r b o x .
thing
the
previous
season,
and
was
viding for the punishment of careless
main line. A few miles farther north
ous
tracks
and
other
moose
signs,
we
tibe Katahdin Iron Works branch comes therefore thoroughly hardened to it. had not come in sight of even a cow hunters, he doe* not approve of, as it
Into the main line. Then we pass by a We took particular notice, however, moose or a c a lf—much less a bull. One seems to discriminate between iich and Result of One Days’ Hunt at Pine
ittle station at Schoodic, and finally that he was not over anxious to do more evening, however, after we had been in poor. The rich man, who shoots an
Point.
¡reach our destination, West Sebois, than his share of the labor, though he camp several days, we reached a favor other in the woods can pay his thou
where our outfit is found, awaiting our made a great show of hustling about. able spot near the foot of the lake. sand dollars and not feel it, while the
[Special correspondence to the M a w W oods.]
When the tasks were completed, he ap
poor man, who perhaps has been no
jarrival.
P in e P o in t , M e ., M arch 5, 1901.
peared
to be as tired as anybody, There were two others in the canoe whit more careless, goes to prison be
T h e ride through the virgin forest, in
The old fox got up one moonshiny night,
with
me,
including
the
guide,
who
was
though
he
claimed
to
be
perfectly
fresh.
cause he cannot pay the fine. And it The winds blew high and the snow lay light,
¡all the glory of autumn foliage, was
our motive power.
The position se
thoroughly enjoyed by us all.
The At any rate, he was the first to get bis lected for our boat was some three may be that he lias a wife and little ones “ Oh ho, says the old fox
I’ll have that goose to night
M ighty Hunter took it upon himself to pipé lighted and to stretch out at full miles from the camp, while the other who need his daily earnings.
Before I leave the town, O—”
length
upon
the
ground.
The
carelessness
that
brings
such
dire
¡give us information regarding .all the
It must have been this same old fox
guide and the remainder of the party
Thofigh
not
wishing
to
take
any
undo
results should most certainly receive
points of interest passed, and his de
or one like minded that started out on
went
several
miles
in
the
opposite
di
scriptions of the scenes which awaited credit to himself, the Scribe wishes it rection, hoping that a moose might punishment, but it should not be a pun a tour last evening about 8 o ’ clock. As
stated that he surprised his friends by
ishment that is easy for one man and
tis were truly marvellous. We were
Landlord Millikeu and his wife of the
come their way.
hard for another.
•considerably interested in Brownville, a taking an active interest in the arrang
Pine Point hotel were returning from
“ Somehow I seemed to feel that for
ing
of
the
camp,
and
offered
many
valu
There
is
an
old
saying
that
“
an
ounce
tow n of considerable commercial im
Dunston, about two miles from Pine
tune
would
be
with
us
that
evening,
of prevention is worth a pound of cure.”
portance, as the leading distributing able suggestions, which of course were
and I had great hopes that I might be You may fill our state prison with “ fool Point village, a fox emerged from the
p oin t for the extensive
lumbering not heeded. His medical advisor, the
the favorite of fortune for once in my hunters,” but it will not bring back the thicket by the roadside and “ trotted”
¡regions north. Here were seen huge Physician, protested, on the ground
life. The wind was with us and the lives of their victims, so if human life is along just ahead of the teem for nearly
that
such
violent
exercise
was
danger
piles o f lumber of different kinds, pre
trip iu the light canoe was quickly and of more value than a deer’s life let the a mile, when he left the road as uucon
sumably ready for shipment, and at dif- ous and might result fatally, but the
silently made. Our guide pulled the people of Maine see to it that the laws cernedly aa be entered it.
Scribe
refused
to
take
heed,
and
actual
¡ferent points along the line of the rail
Landlord Pillsbury and Harry Collins
canoe carefully up on the shore, while of Maine protect not game, but men.
road we noticed similar indications of ly did a share of the work himself.
spent a day hunting recently. The re
Frank (my companion) and I got our
The
Cookee
was
rather
put
out
be
But
the
abolishing
of
still
hunting
business prosperity. The lumbering
Winchesters in readiness for immediate need not mean the destruction of our sult of this huut was —Harry got a fine
interests of the territory which has been cause the company was unwilling to
use. The guide also looked at his rifle game. Given a shorter open season, rabbit and Mr. Pillsbury g o t—left.
wait
until
he
had
time
to
prepare
a
hot
»opened by this railroad are vast, and
J a y Se e .
to see that it was all right, and then he limiting the number of deer to one to
ithe amount of lumber which is manu supper, but the Physician insisted that
placed us in what he considered the each sportsman, and permitting but one
it
was
unhealthy
to
eat
supper
after
factured every year is sufficient to make
most favorable position. I had become dog to each guide, I do not think one
a very great source of revenue for this midnight, though he has probably done
EUROPEAN l ’ LAN. Special Breakfast
quite an expert with the ‘ moose call,’ need worry over the decrease. More
at 40 cts. and table d’hote dinner 50 cts.
that
very
thing
a
thousand
times
with
section, and employment is given to
Electric Lights.
Steam Heating.
out serious consequence, and in this and it had been agreed that I should deer may be brought out of the woods,
¡many hundreds of hard-working men
CENTRALLY LOCATED.
use the birch bark trumpet upon this but there will not be so many wounded
A t West Sebois was found a fine opinion he was backed up by the Pro
occasion. Let me describe to you the ones left to die. I am safe in saying
«samp, near the station, of which Mr. D. fessor, the Mighty Hunter and the
spot where I stood. Behind me was the that there were more deer left in the
Scribe,
which
settled
the
matter.
Willie
■3. Pomeroy is the proprietor. Here we
beautiful lake. To my right and left woods in this vicinity last year to die
•enjoyed a first class dinner of trout, Hill never disagreed with anybody, and
were mountains covered with hard from wounds than were brought to the
therefore,
while
he
never
made
an
■vegetables and pastry, and here we
wood growth, and in front of me was village.
purchased the provisions we needed, enemy in his life, his opinion was sel
sort of a marsh, beyond which was the
dom
sought,
for
the
reason
that
if
he
I am aware that my theory will shock
which were mostly in the vegetable line.
unbroken forest. I stood among the the majority, so much has been written
We had previously arranged to have ever had one, he had never been known
One Person, §1.00 per day and upward.
small growth which bordered the lake, and said about the cruelty of hounding
Two Persons, §1.50 per day and upward.
three guides assist in toting our camp to go any farther than to echo that of
From South Terminal,—Take North Sta
and immediately in front of me was aud no true sportsman would indulge in
tion Cars to Elm St.
¡and supplies to the shore of Sebois someone else.
From North Station,—Take Subway Cars
Pipes lighted, the Professor suggested sort of a clearing, while it must have it, etc. Hunting in any form is cruel if
lake, some four or five miles from the
to Scollay Sq., or surface cars to Elm St.
My companions it comes to that, but who can read the
C. A. JONES, Proji.
¡station, at a point which the Mighty that story telling was in order, and that been a natural one.
were
on
either
side
of
me,
and
not
a
he
thought
as
future
evenings
were
description of the hunt in one of W. H. H.
Hunter hai selected as a camping
COCKER SPANIELS FOR SALE.
place, and which, provided we were all more than likely to be occupied with great many rods away, though not so Murray’s books, I forget which, aud not
Liver White and ticked Cocker Spaniel
»satisfied with the location, we intended accounts of the happenings of the day, near that any two of us would be in feel the contrast between that way,
range of the moose, in case one an when the deer has a chance to use its Dogs and Pups. Beauties.
to make our permanent headquarters, it would be eminently fitting, under the
J. A . KING,
Holeb, M aine.
swered the call, and two or more might powers of instinct, speed and endurance
circumstances,
that
the
party
should
at
though we proposed to roam about a
safely
shoot
at
the
same
time.
The
and the Indian like creeping through
good deal, confining ourselves to no par tempt to induce the Mighty Hunter to
relate some of his experiences of the guide had orders not to shoot unless it the woods, stealing treacherously up to The Brook T ro u t and the
ticular locality, by any means.
Determ ined A n g le r.
The Mighty Hunter had selected a past season. He said that he had al became apparent that my friend and I the unsuspecting animal and then while
point jutting out into the lake as a ways been very anxious to hear the would neither of us be able to get a its bright, questioning eyes are striving
By Chas. Barker Bradford.
to find the enemy, of whose presence it
•camping spot, and an ideal spot it story of the wonderful moose, whose shot.
(Continued.)
has just become aware, seeking a way
proved to be. The point was covered antlers adorued the Mighty Hunter’ s
to flee, it drops lifeless, or escapes to
•with a mixed growth of pine and fur, room in Boston, but had never been
some thicket with a broken leg or a
together with some hardwood trees of able to get the Mighty Hunter to tell
various species. A spring of pure the story. This remark made every Photographs of Game and Fish. bullet hole through its body to await a
water was situated but three or four body but the Mighty Hunter himself,
Many excellent pictures of both hunt lingering, suffering death. But all this
rods from the little clearing, almost grin from ear to ear, but that individual ing and fishing scenes have been re depends largely on one’s point of view.
within reach of the water of the beauti did not appear to notice it.
The thought I wish to emphasize is
ceived in reply to our request for sport
The suggestion met with general ap
fu l lake, where the board camp already
ing pictures of every kind and we wish this: As long as our forests are filled
proval, and the face of the Mighty
/mentioned, was set up.
to express our thanks to those who with still hunters there will be careless,
The trip from the station to the Hunter fairly beamed with satisfaction, have contributed same.
nervous, excited ones among them and
•camping place was not a very hard one for it seemed to him that fihe opportun
men will be killed.
A L it e r a r y G em —The most successful book
We are at all times pleased to receive
on gentle fishing since Izaak Walton
.tor us, for the guides did most of the ity for which he had been longing for a
Does Maine value its game higher
gave us the Complete Angler.
“ The most pleasantly written, the most
work, and then again a good portion of year had at last arrived. He at once ex outing pictures that are filled with life than its citizens?
sensible
and practical and instructive v o l
and
activity
and
shall
be
glad
to
use
pressed a willingness to amuse his com
the journey was by water.
ume I have ever seen of its kind.” —Grover
such
in
the
columns
of
our
paper.
Cleveland.
panions,
and
went
at
it
with
a
will.
I
Before dark the goods were all on the
Dr. A. T. Sanden of Boston has been
“ Fully deserves tills endorsement.” —N. Y.
We are soon to issue a Big Fish num spending a few days at Lake Onawa, Herald, September 22,1900.
point, and the guides had left, wishing fear that he overestimated the impor
A
genuine bit of literature for the gentle
us the best of success, and telling us tance of^lie tale, but be that as it may, ber and should be pleased to receive where he has a fine cottage. He may man’ s library. Illustrated.
All cloth bound copies, price 60 cts., leather
that any time there was anything we I shall endeavor to give it here, as near both photographs of big fish and stories make improvements before his family
$ 1.00. With Maine W oods, one year, $1.50.
wanted, all we had to do was to go to ly in his own words as possible, though of great catches.
address orders to J. W. Brackett,Phillips,Me.
arrives at the beginning of the season.

M AINE WOODS EXPERIENCES.

GOOD ICE FISHING

S P O R T S M E N ’S S U P P L I E S

Shot Shells Loaded lo Order.
Du Pont’s
Gunpowder

!

AND

Smokeless
Powder
For Shot Guns and Rifles.
For Bale by

J . C . Corson,

W ilt >u, Me.

& C O ., W ilm ington, Delaware.

H. M .WELD,
B AHAINE.
R R ETT,
B u ild e r o f F I N E C E D A R

BO ATS.

¡B&“*Write for pr ee list ami descriptive
catalogue.

E. M

W H IT E ,

OLD T O W N , M E .

MANUFACTURER OF

FINE CANVAS CAN O ES,
made with cedar ribs and linings, tree from all im
peifect.ons and second to none in the market. Al
sizes bu'lt to order and tho-e not in stock, will be made
at short notice.
Also manufactures poles, paddles,
chairs, etc.

M ORRIS C A N V A S CANOES.

Send for Catalogue. B. N. HORRIS, Veazie, Me.

E. S. T W A D O L E ,
B0ATS AND CANOES^WELD, MAINE.

Wood and Bamboo Rods
made to order and repaired
Call and see my special Rangeley Wood
Rod and Split Bamboo.

E . T. HOA R,
Rangeley,
■ Maine.

Buckley Patent Water Tulle Boiler
For Y a c h t s , also “ A c m e ”
Launch Engine.
Sent fo~ Catalogue to

ROCHESTER MACHINE TOUl WORKS,
2 C nter S t., R ochester. N. Y.
K n ap sack s
and

fo r

S p o rtsm e n

G u id e s .

Snow shoes made to order and repaired.
Guns repaired. Boots and shoes repaired.
Harness repaired.
Chairs repaired and
bottomed. Also harness supplies.
W E Twow bly , Raugeley, Me.
p n r r —Four Dollar Hunting Coat free! Send s>x
I n L L Cents in Stamps for samp e and full par
ticulars. E. Parises, 171 Covert St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Ha n d Ma d e
T r o u t and
Sa lm on Fli es .
Double Snell and Hook.
Best wearing FLY made.
r HRS. H, H DILL, Rangeley, naine.

t a x i d e r m i s t s

.

TAXIDERMIST. Trout Hezzo, the only ar
tistie method of mounting fish by which the
natural color is preserved. Work o f every
description done in the highest style o f the
artJ Waldo N ash, Norway, Maine.

Big Money In Belgian Hares
Can be raised anywhere. Men, women,
girls, boys, farmers, poultry men, anyone,
can make money raising hares, send 2-eent
stamp for circular, tells how to make $ 1,000 a
year right at home. Our strains are the
finest in the worklL prices moderate. Boys
and girls don’t turn your back on a good
profitable business.
Standard Belgian Hare CoC. W. Pr ic e , M. D., Pres. Official Judge
and Scorer. A. B. H. R. Asso.
Richmond, Me.

a Specialty.

Geo. H. Snowman,
Rangeley Lakes,
Rangeley, iTaine,

C on tra ctor j*
J* and B u ilder.

A. J. H A L E Y ,
C o n t r a c t o r and Builder.
Years of experience
in the Rangeley Lake
region in the construc
tion of cabins, cottagec
and hotels, which I
take pleasure in referring to as the
best class o f work that has been
done in this region.
Camps and
cabins a specialty. For further in
formation apply to
A . J. H a l e y ,

Rangeley, M e.

FOR SA LE .
The famous Knowlton Soda and
Sulphur Springs.
The water from these springs
is a certain cure for

Dyspepsia

.

.

,

and has cured some o f the worst
cases o f Piles, Liver, Stomach
and Kidney Troubles, etc.
It
also increases the appetite.
For circulars, analysis and tes
timonials, address,

J. B. K N O W L T O N ,
Proprietor,
STRONG,

*

M A IN E.

I
M A IN E
S P O R T S M E N ’S

SU PPL I ES.

S P O R T SM E N ’S SUPPLIES.

SPORTSM EN’S

WOODS,
SU PPLIES.

MARCH

8,

1901.

Meeting of the Megantic Fish and the poor sheep will die
Game Corporation.

During 1900

LAFLIN & RANG SMOKELESS POWDER WON
MORE GENERAL AVERAGES than any other brand of powder
in open tournaments.

The World’s Record
OF
231 s tr ai g ht in c o m p e t i t i o n
for m o n e y at Uti ca, N. Y.

THE WORLD’S CONTINUOUS RECORD
OF
175 str aig ht at M a d i s o n Square

%

C a rd e n , N e w Y o r k C i t y . S
❖
..................

T h i s w or k w a s d o n e by
- MR.

J.

S.

FANNING,

using factory loaded ammunition, loaded with 40 grains of powder,
1--1-4 ounces, N o. 7—1-2 chilled shot.

No Special Wadding;.
Correspondence invited.

Enclose six cents in stamps for 1901 Calendar.

L A F L IN & R A N D P O W D E R C O .,
99 Cedar Street,
New York City.
H O T E L S

ANI)

C A M P S |H O T E L S

AND

CAMPS.

Jackman’s New Hotel.
Mr. Fred Henderson wishes to announce to friends, patrons and al
true sportsmen that he will open a new hotel in Jackman, Maine, for the
accommodation o f sportsmen and summer boarders.
This hotel will be
first-class in every respect
The first floor will cohsist o f Office, Private Office, Reading Room ,
etc. The second floo; will comprise Ladies’ Parlor, Bath-Room and Sleep
ing Rooms.
A good livery will be connected with the house.
Excellent spring
water will be furnished the guests, in fact, everything will be combined to
make this an ideal spot for casting the fly or for repose during the watm
summer months. I shall be prepared to furnish sportsmen with all neces
sities for camping either for hunting or fishing. This hotel is located in
the center of a vast hunting and fishing region and anyone desiring early
fishing will do well to visit Jackman.
From the hotel one can car.oe |o
miles thiough lakes and rivers where the scenery is unsurpassed in Maine.
This house will be open from May 1st to Dec. 15th and will be run in
connection with the Heald Pond Camps.
For fuither information, address,

FRED
Jackman.

H EN D ER SO N ,
Maine.

Fish and Game Notes.
We are told of two Atkinson men who,
bent on securing some fish through the
ice, made the necessary preparations
and undertook the trip. Arriving at
the lake they cut the holes, dropped
their lines and went away to wait for
the fish to bite. Soon after they went
out to see if they had captured any
thing, when a gust of wind came along
and relieved the gentlemen o e their hats.
These latter articles did their best to
keep up with the wind for two miles
across the glare ice while their owners
followed along in the rear. The hats
got away and the bereft fishermen were
obliged to wear pine laurels for hats the
remainder of the day.

this on^e did. He was a persona (or ee')
non grata for awhile.
Fearing that he might have the same
luck, the unsuccessful ang^r decided to
try from near the shore and accordingly
left the boat. He waded out into the
river. Soon there was something heavy
at the end of the line. It would ’ t

♦
♦
♦

♦

The annual report of the treasurer as
presented at the annual meeting of the
stockholders at Portland, Feb. 26th,
shows an addition to its membership in
exchanges and shares sold of 41.
During the year past, in addition to
the regular running expenses of the
club, live new camps were built, one
sleeping camp at Northwest and Big
Island ponds, two at Arnold pond, and
a dining camp at Big Island pond,
which for size and conveniences cannot
be excelled in the state.
These im
provements with some new trails cost
over $1300. Three new private camps
were built and there are five more in
process for the coming season.
The board and supply department was
run at a profit of a little over $2400, all
the camps showing a balance on the
credit side of the ledger. One hundred
and sixteen members spent 2709 days on
the preseive and fifty four guests were
there 500 days.
Below is a summary of the report of
the treasurer showing a cash balance,
with all expenses paid, of $1336.35:
QUICK AS-ETS.

♦
♦

|

Desirable Lots on Mooselookme*
guntic Lake Being Bought.
Capt. F. C. Barker of Bam is has
bought ten lots of the Decker Purchase.
This is one of the most beantiful shore
stretches in the Rangeley region. It is
a strip of land on the east side of Mooselookmeguntic lake, south of Haines
Landing. This is the only available
land for purchasing on the lake, and on
the upper and lower Richardson lakes
there are absolutely no lots that cau be
purchased, the heirs of E. S. Coe owning
the territory and preferring to retain
ownership.
The Decker lots are in
every way ideal locations for sportsmen’s
camps, or for summer residents. A
distinct advantage is that on each lot is
sufficient spruce to build an ordinary
camp. It is understood that on Captain
Barker’s lots he intends to build camps
similar to those well-known summer
homes at the Birches. He will put a
wharf in before the ice goes out of the
lake this spring. John E. Stephens of
Rumford Falls has secured three lots
south of Allerton Lodge, which is the
camp owned by Mr. Haskell of the Bos
ton Herald. Just at the right of Bugle
cove, the situation is most desirable.
Mr. Stephens will build in the spring
for his own occupancy a delightful
camp, partially in the rustic design.
Plans have been drawn for this lodge by
Walter O. Raynes of Rumford Falls.
The dimensions are 24x36. It looks
now as if the colony along the Decker
lots would be most congenial. Two lots
north of the Bald Mountain camps have

INVESTED ASSETS.

Rial estate,
$5,000 00
Treasury stock,
1,100 00
Unexpired insurance,
112 90
Supplies on hand,
650 48
Damps, furnishings and office
fixtures,
13 311 53

F A B IO L A .

$20,174 91

Burns but stood beside thy roiling
flood

PRELUDE.

Wild, rustic harp amid Maine’s mazy maples
Hanging in silence near her landlocked seas
O wake to life ! though rude thé hand that
found thee,
Send forth the tones of singing Pines around
thee
When breezes play among our royal trees.

As wi d and strange as those of fabled land.

III.
Old Scotia—whose blood courses through my
pulses—
Hath lochs no fairer than thine own fair
Maine ;
The Switzer, when his hour ot toil is ended,
Amid his heights where day and night are
blended,
For lov’lier scenes than thine will look in
vain ;

IV.

Fort Western stood upon the eastern shore
Of Kennebec, and southward miles a score
Of mad Titonic Falls whose waters dash
O’er jagged rocks with ceaseless thundering,
crash;
Where whirling winds among its eddies Vise*
And send a misty tribute to Hie skies.
Some twenty suns o f mild September’s reign
O’er Western’s walls had come and gon e
again.
Across the river, in the sunset’s light
Fair fields of corn were shimmering in the
sight,
Bound round their margins by those gia n t
oaks
Spared for a while from woodman’s d ea d ly
strokes.
Where now the stately homes o f peace and'
pride
Rear their white walls about the river’s sid e.
Whereon the tree-fringed streets tall spire.«,
arise,
Where busy Labor all his calling plies,
Where Education finds a welcome home,
Where Legislation rears his far-seen dome,
In brief—where fair Augusta sits in power—
The wild bear roamed beneath his leafvr
bower.
The steady plover poised in his far height
Looked on the screaming fisher’s jerky Flight,
While far below in peacefulness and pride
The bright-eyed sheldrake rode the boiling;
boili
tide.
Where once the home of him o f standes»
fame,
The nation’s pride, the mention of w hose
name
Brings the wild cheer from eager multitude.
The wily partridge reared her timid brood.

In regal grandeur flowing to the ocean
Thine ancient rivers famed in myth and
song,
Employees, balance withheld
Have waked men’s hearts to deepest admira
tion—
under contracts,
$51 75
Total assets,
$22,334 96 Who on love’s altar poured their glad obla
tion—
A week of rest was given the soldiers here
have sailed their em’rald shores Around
Following are the directors elected: As they
Fort Western, week of wildest ch eer;
along.
/
They danced, caroused and pledged success
Clarence A Barney, Boston; John W
to come,
Cutler, Binghanton, N Y ; L Dana Chap
Not in New England, but—Old England Rum l
man, Boston; L O Crane, Boston; Frank Dearest to me among these mystic rivers
Here came young AARON B urr in conscious
pride
Fallon, Medford, Mass; A W Gleason, Art thou old Kennebec, with sunny braes;
With many graces, yet with faults to hide,
New York ; George A Gibson, Boston; For there, by thee, lied by the hours of child And
Fa b io l a , she whom all admired,
hood,
R A Grilling, Hartford; S F Johnson, Amid the singing streams which grace the “ He saw, lie wished, and to the prize as
pired.”
Dr W G Kendall, F A Niccols, George
Wildwood—
Of all strange things ere told in prose o r
II Payne, D D S, D C Pierce, Boston; The dearest, brightest, best of earthly days.
song.
Jeremiah Richards, New York; Arthur
Of all wild things which move youth’s pulse
vj.
along.
W Robinson, Henry VV Robinson, Dr E
rustic harp amid Maine’s mazy maples, Incongruous, fierce, yet gentle as the dove,
D Robbins, Harry W Sanborn, Richard Wild,
F'or Envy’s ear thy tones too lowly he !
Art thou, O happy, heedless, helpless L o v e !
E Traiser, Boston. Treasurer, L Dana Yet like some wild bird’s song, through deep Sometimes as fixed as “ everlasting hills,”
shades ringing.
Sometimes as restless as their spring-fed!
Chapman, Boston; clerk, Dr Geo W
music, rest from life’s toil bring
rills,
Way, Portland; assistant clerk, H W Thy simple
ing
Sometimes as pure as Summer’s steel-blue*
Robinson, Boston.
For cold Contempt’s rebuke is all too high !
skies,
Sometimes as foul as sluggish streams whieli
rise
In rotting swamps—the place o f Venom’ s
A B O T T B E A U B O UNTY.
Morn rose in beauty through the realms of
lair—
air.
Which blast the sweetness of the native air.
Shook off the dewdrops from her amber hair; Nothing more pure; than a (jure woman’s
Like half clad woman filled with false
heart,
Perhaps Bears Don’t Intend to
alarms
And though its holier graces all depart.
Blushed at the sight of her own peerless Oft through some rent, amid the clouds o f
charms.
sin,
B ill Sheep.
Site smiled In beauty over Casco A>ay
The light of constancy still shines within.
Upon
whose
heaving
bosom
far
off
lay
Butman—too oft of coarser fiber wove—
The followiug article was written by
The score of isles which first met Gosnold’s Like summer bee from flower to flower dotla
Mr. Wheeler a few days before his
sight
rove,
Like beryls boating in a sea of light.
And lives, sometimes, fast bound witli s e lfdeath:
Stanch old Seguin, in misty mantle gray—
love’s chain,
“ V here men of courage tempt the uang’ rous Without a heart,—and dead to others’ p a in !
E a s t M a d r i d , Feb. 21, 1901.
way” —
The grave historian, with his iron pen,
Who wages endless war with Ocean’s might
Writes down the motives, thoughts and acts
Jo the Editor of the Maine Woods:
Looked calmly landward, up to Pliipsburg’s
of men
height.
Now
old, but once attired in freshest youth,—
We bear lots now about bears. Some Up thv green valley, lovely Kennebec,—
But all he writes must bear the seal of truth.
theme of praise from every vessel’s deck Such task, love’s labor, thine O gifted North,
think there should be a bounty on them, The
Which ever floated on thy heaving tide—
Years yet unborn will praise thy sterling;
others think that bruin has been ne Morn sent her choicest greetings, far and
worth.
w id e :
Rest
thou in peace; thy life’s long labor don e,
glected and that the time has come Her silver sbeen lit Merrymeeting bay,
Augusta’s pride and Maine’s own honored!
son !
when he should be protected, and that Where whirling eddies love to dance, and
play
The lighter minstrel skimming o’er his w ay,
he shou'd have a right to catch kill and Along the wave which sweeps its rocky In mild heroic couplet tunes bis lay,
shores
And often mingles with his birds and flowers
destroy anything that comes in his way As if from
impulse of a thousand oars;
Some mystic legend, told at evening hours;
Yet this fact stands before him, undisand that a bounty should be paid by the F( r here the Kennebec seeks help to force
Old oeean’s tide back fr_»m its moon-led
p roved:—
state for every sheep be can kill.
course.
The weakest myth which man has ever loved
Nor st-eks in vain; for rushing to his aid
Sent
down
the years, through Mem’ ry’s d o o r
Now if a man steals a sheep he has to Leaps Androscoggin down the sylvan stxade.
ajar,
Still
farther
north
Aurora’s
blushes
glowed,
Than
any
theory,
is stronger far.
be punished. If a dog kills one or is
Where in more quiet mood the waters
End of Canto I.
found chasing after them you can shoot
flowed,
Where leafy canopies on either side
Copyright applied for.
him, but you must not shoot a bear. If Inverted
pictures mirrored in the tide
[To be Coniinued.]
lie goes up some of your sweet apple A truant breeze swept high a misty veil
Which, ghost-like, fled up bright Nehumkeag’s dale,
And, gi aceful as that bird which dying sings,
And brilliant as the splendid trogon’s wings,
Resting in beauty on the waters biue,
Swan island hailed the northward voyager’s
v<ew;
Rising midway the river’s parted tide
nion etallic
An island home fit lor a royal bride.
A thousand feathered songsters, o’er and o’er
artridge co

FIREPLACE IN THE RECEPTION ROOM OF MUNAZI LODGE, COTTAGE OF PROF. S. R. MORSE AT RANGELEY.

beeu bought by A. S. Hinds of Portland.
A lot has been secured by R. E. Taylor,
the former station agent at Bemis.
Clement R. Hoopes of Philadelphia, an
iron manufacturer, has bought two lots
north of the Bald Mountain Camps and
will build a lodge in the spring. Mr.
Hoopes was at Rangeley this last season
and he declares “ there’s no place like
it.” Tliis property is owned by John
Decker of Millinockett and formerly of
Rumford Falls. Mr. Decker has had
part of the three-mile stretch surveyed
into lots with a 100-foot lake frontage.
Each lot runs back 30 feet from the
shore.
“ Of the 80 or sO lots left, many of the
most desirable will be snapped up by
New York and Philadelphia sportsmen
who have visited this region for years,”
says John E. Stephens of Rumford Falls,
who is Mr. Decker’ s agent for the sale
of these lots.
*

Had

Roused by October from its peaceful mood,—
Then, we degenerate sons of later days
Would have a song befitting, in thy praise;
Yet no more loyal, loving heart they’d bring
Than his which prompts thy rustic bard t o
sing.
^

All through the mellow, fair September day
Tlie soldier transports northward hold th eir
way:
They left behind Cobbosecontee’s stream,
Three Cantos.
« They passed “ The Hook,” with its wild Cas
cade’s gleam,
BY D. F. HODGES.
And 1101 thward still they cleaved the waters,
bright
PREFATORY No t e —The following lines are Until Fort Western’s walls appeared In sightthe result o f an attempt to put into untu A score of miles less four, they left in rear
tored rhyme an old story o f the long past Swan Island, lonely; for ’twill never hear
The Indian maid’s wild song ring as of vore
days—
And call ba :k echos to its pebbly shore;
Beguiled by specious words no tongue mav
“ Only this and nothing more.”
tell
CANTO FIRST.
She left her home—in soldier’s camp to d w ell-

Renewed their matins on the pine-fringed
3hore;

move; it must be the largest fish in the
neighborhood. By dint of much pull
ing on the rod end of the line, the bang
ing back on the hook end was overcome
and a long, slender, writhing object was
pulled from the water. Consternation
filled the sportsman who made his best
time for shore dragging his catch after
him. He could not tell what it was for
his eyes were not clear (not on account
of darkness, however.) Thinking this
the mate to the eel his partner had
caught, and not wishing to have the
same experience, as soon as he reached
there threw the entire outfit as far as he
could into the woods and himself made)
for home. His companion picked it up
and found that the eel was only a piece
of hose that had been embedded in the
mud and on which the hook had caught.
But he was frightened because—well,
because he was nervous, doubtless.

Saw from thy depths the shining salmon rise,
The keel of commerce sews its froth-stitched
seam,—
Flow on in regal state! Maine’s grandest
stream!
And O, forgive tliis feeble song of praise—
Unworthy thee—thy minstrel son doth raise..
Had M ilto n ’ s eyes ere they were closed in
night
Looked on (liy beauty in the summer’s,
light,—
Had Sh a k e s p e a r e ’ s hand, ere cold ’neatlr
Stratford’s clay,
Wrote from the heights which guard thy
chosen way,—

A Legend of theiftaine Woods In

AMOUNT WE OWE.

The woods crew of the International
Paper company had an unwelcome vis
itor at their camp in Howland the other
day. At least this was the lot of the
cook. While he was about his work
one of the animals usually distinguished
by the black and white stripes along the
back walked in and took possession.
Fortunately the dog was out and the
skunk took no offence and gave none
since he was allowed to nose around to
his heart’s content.
It was in the southern part of Oxford
county. Two gentlemen from Massa
chusetts were there for their vacation.
As usual in the summer they thought
fishing should be the first, second, last
and only sport for the day. Prepara
tions were made accordingly. The fish
in the river were not very eager to take
the hook and but few were taken. Fi
nally another strike informed the holder
of one rod that his undivided attention
was needed. The water was terribly cut
up, and tli« anglers were corresponding
ly excited. ’ Twas surely a whale and a
game one, too.
At last the successful one thought his
prize tired enough to land. When the
disturber of the peace was brought to
the light of day he presented a curious
appearance, puzzling indeed to his captors. They thought it a snake, then
called it a pickerel, but finally decided
it was an eel. If you have ever seen an
eel become rejuvenated when he comes
out of the water and have noticed how
he can mix himself up with everything
in a boat and defy anyone to untangle
him, you will be able to realize what

Ed W h eeler.

Cash, includ’ ng $310.65, in the
Permanent Improvement
II.
fund,
$1,388 10 Wild, rustle harp amid Maine’s mazy m.;ples,
Accounts receivable,
218 70 Beneath the shadows of her mountains
Rentals due,
grànd
125 00
wake to life ! sing out their ancient glory
Assessment.« for 1900
480 00 O
Repeat the deeds embalmed in oft-told story
$2,211 80

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

before he
finishes his meal.
Lots of sheep have been found killed
by bears with the hind quarters mostly
eaten and not a death mark on their
forward parts. Now these are facts and
I tliif k we ought to have a little feeling
about the matter. A close time on
bears is to make them plenty and I
think we have as many as we need now.

trees and takes the limbs down with
him it is all the same. Bruin likes corn,
he can eat as much as a hog.

Bruin

likes honey, lie can tip a hive over as
easy as you can and eat ten times as
much. He can frighten little children
on their way to school. How many
women do you think would like to meet
the old beauty in a blueberry patch?
It would be same as it was with my
Grandmother Winship. While milking
her cow in a barnyard near the Winship
Corner in Phillips, a bear came and took
her only hog out of his nest under the
barn and took him away with him. I
guess grandmother thought that was a
close time on bears. No bounty on hogs
either.
Now I do not know as bears intend to
kill sheep. A bear takes a sheep down
and commences to eat, and quite often

But chief among the hat monies which roce,
The t 1asher’s song swept through the b.rchen
close.
Here Fabio la —beauteous in each grace
That nature gives—had her abiding pla ce;
’ Mid all tl e damsels of htr dusky tribe
She was the fairest, and no wampum bribe
Or tale ol prowess from a warrior, brave
Could make her leave her home—to be his
sla ve:
For not all Indian, she,the child of chance,
One half her life blood came from Sunny
Franc*-;
Fiee through her rounded form cour. ed its
wild rids
As Garonne’s vine-blood on its native hills.
Her half barbaric, half poelic song
In artless cadence rippled from her tongue;
Hex laugh was music and her eye as mild
As her pet deer’s, lured from its coverts wild
With skillful hand the paddle’s strokes she
drew,
And secret haunts of silver salmon knew ;
When her keen glance along her ritie went
Deatli claimed the victim where the ball
was sent.
Skilled in the arts her Indian mother knew
Of roots and herbs, and piaces where they
grew,
Among her tribe she filled a healer’s place.
And soothed the dying with her gentle
grace.
There comes a day with each recurring year
That fills my sou
soul with strange, with halfformed fear;
When August, month o f promise, seems to
own
That she must abdicate her rose-clad throne,
When she turns back her lilies to embrace,
Then forward steps, and almost leaves her
place;
And then a shudder slight her form doth
thrill
As if she felt September’s coming chill.
The tray procession of wild summer flowers
Has almost passed; and at the twilight hours
The breeze which stirs the rushes by the
shore
Seems slightly sadder than it seemed before;
This all unnoticed; till like one from sleep
Half dazed, I start and gaze out on the deep
Blue sea of sky, while sunset tinges flash
Through half-stained berries of the Mountain
Ash;
Then to my soul this sad truth seems new
b orn :—
Summer is dying,—and the swallow gone.
A score days later, yet in scene like this,
Through the fair region ruled by Kennebis,
A thousand men prepared for battle’s fray
And led by Arno ld came at close of day;

And wearied by their struggle ’gainst the
tide,
Cast anchor by Swan Island’ s wave-girt side.
Flow on, O lovely Kennebec, in prid e!
Flow on in grandeur to the ocean wide,
Flow on through time in thine appointed
place,
Age plows no furrows in thy placid face.
Though where thy tide once swept thy west
ern hills,
And caught the tribute of a thousand rills.
The city’s spire now takes the tali pine s
Flow on, o ’K ennebec,in matchless grace!
Though where thy nut-brown sons, with
eager eyes,
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The Union Metallic Cartridge com
pany’ s calendar for 1901 is most pleas
ing showing, in warm colors, the strik
ing likeness of a tboy, “ A Chip of the
Old Block,” dressed in his father’ s
shooting togs and proudly holding his
father’ s gun. His smile at being en
trusted with the partridge and quail,
which hang from his shoulders, is con
tagious and anyone who has a drop o f
sportsmen’s blood in his veins is sure to
smile in return. On the back of the
calendar is printed much valuable infor
mation concerning foreign and domestic
rates of postage, registered matter,
money orders and general regulations
respecting foreign mails; also internal
revenue “ musts.” A valuable and or
namental calendar, indeed, and it will
be sent to anyone addressing the U. M.
C. Co., Bridgeport, Conn., or its agency,
315 Broadway, New York. Preference
will be given to those who inclose
stamps for packing and postage.
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T R A N S P O R T A T I O N

The annual town meeting was held
TIM E - TA B L E .
Monday,
Mar. 4. The following officers To Be Held at Bean’s Corner,
Investigation of Management ot rown Meeting Well Attended by
were elected: Moderator, S. S. Carleton;
March 12, 13 and 14.
P u b lis h e d W e e k l y a t P h illip s , f i e
the Voters.
Eye and Ear Infirmary.
town clerk, Cleff Maxwell; selectmen,
The
Free
Baptist churches of the
Monday, Oct. 8 ,1900.
assessors and overseers of poor, 1st, G.
First Appropriation Bill Passed Another New Block to Be Built W. Butterfield, 2ud, H. W. Coburn, 3rd, Farmington Quarterly meeting hold
Me w 5 of the North Haine W oods
F. S. Schofield; treasurer, J. S. Hough their Quarterly meeting at Bean’ s Cor
Tr’n 1 Tr’n 3 Tr’n 5
By the Senate.
North.
This Spring.
A. M. F. M. F. M.
and Co un try.
ton; supervisor, H. W. Small; S. S. com ner church, Bean’ s Corner, March 12, 13
[Special correspondence to the Maine Woods!
[Special correspondence to the M ain e Woods.]
and
14
The
trains
offer
one
fare
rates
mittee, L. L. Jones; constable aud col
A n g u s t a , Me ., March 6, 1901.
Farmington........ ..iv 10 30 12 10 4 40
Advance Subscription Rates.
K i n g f i e l d , M e ., Match 6, 1901.
lector, J. S. Houghton.
Money appro on all railroads. The committee in
§ 1.00
Tuesday the Senate gave a hearing
One Y ear...............................................
charge
have
arranged
the
following
So.
Strong,...........
The town meeting of last Monday priated: For schools, $620; for support
,.. .50
Six Months,...........................................
to investigate the management of the brought out a goodly number of the of poor, $500; for roads aud bridges, order of exercises:
1ar
__
25
Strong,................
Three Months........................................
[iv 11 35 12 42 5 10
Tuesday, M.irch 12.
.. .3c Maine Eye and ifiar infirmary. Repre voters of the town and the warrant, con $1200; for current expenses, $1000; for
Single Copies.........................................
Phillips................
12 00 1 00 5 30
p M
Subscription price when not paid within sentative Haskell of Windham appeared sisting of only 18 articles, was v ery! Free High school,
$150; for school 6 30 Ministers’ Conference
three months, $1.50 a year.
as the attorney conducting the prosecu quickly acted upon. Town Clerk W S books, $75; for repair of schoolhouses, 7 30 Sermon,
Rev J B Ranger
Tr*H2 Tr’ n 4 Tr’n 6
Wednesday, March 13.
tion and Judge Enoch Foster of Port Dolbier called the meeting to order and $50. The expenditure of the highway
South.
A. M. A. M. P M.
Credit for remittance on subscriptions is
A M
land
looked
after
the
interests
of
the
otven on yellow slip on paper. If th is is not
after the reading of the warrant Hon money was left in the hands of the se 9 30 Praise Service,
eorrect notify the Maine Woods. We do not institution. Among the charges against
Led by Welbee Butte rfleld
Orren Tufts was chosen moderator, then lectmen. * The town voted to pay a
Phillips,.............. ..lv 7 30 8 00 1 30
mail receipts.
10 00 Sermon,
Rev J H Bartlett
The MAINE WOODS is glad to receive com- the institution were the maltreatment followed the choosing of all the town bounty of $5 on bears killed In town 11 00 Business
Strong,................
..lv 7 50 8 40 1 50
munications from its readers upon topicsi of of a tour-years-old boy who was there
P M
officers: Town clerk, W S Dolbier; |during the ensuing year.
nubile interest, but the name of the author
So. Strong...........
The graduating exercises of the class 1 30 Social Meeting
muni in all instances accompany thecommun- for treatment and excessive charge for selectmen, Orren Tufts, 1st, T T Car-'
/cation*, not necessarily for publication, but treatment which was expected would be
'.
|of 1901. Weld High school, occurred at 2 00 Sermon
8 20
9 30 2 20
Farmington,......
ville, 2d, Frank Hutchins, 3d; this board ! the Union chluch) 'j'i„irs(|ay evening, 3 0(i Business
as a guarantee of good faith.
15 Ladies’ Missionary Concert
The MAINE WOODS does not hold itself re free. And on the other side was testi was also made assessors and overseers i p eb> 28.
The decorations were very 87 00
Sermon,
Rev
L
S
Williams
sponsible for, nor does it necessarily endorse mony in regard to the excellent care of the poor; treasuier, G. H. W inter; jjjje eclipsing anything of the kind ever
WESTON LEVIS Pres.
F. N. BEAL, Supt.
Thursday, March 14.
tne views of its correspondents.
A M
When ordering the address of your paper and treatment received at this institu superintending, school committee, Ar- held here> Tiie draping, and in fact
thur Wood aid, LC Dolbier, R D Simons, near]y a[] the decorating, was designed 9 30 Service o f praise (in song!.
changed, please.glv e the old as well as new
tion.
M D; collector, Sewell Vose; constables, by Mis, Jen,lie s . Nen of the gradual- |
l.ed by Rev J B Ranger
Time-Table.
Address.
The past week the legislature made Sewell Vose, C B Hutchms, William i ing class
9 45 Service o f praise (devotional),
Remember that the publisher must be
The
motto
of
the
class,
Led
by
Orville
J
Gup*
ill
noticed by letter when a subscriber wishes an examination of the state board of Witham; road commissioners, B B Butts I
“ Row, not drift,” was heavily draped 10 15 Address,
Brother John Roberts,
Sis paper stopped. All arrearages must be
Lewiston, Me
The only all-rail route to Rangeley Lake.
with the cla^s colors, which were light j
agriculture and the secietary, B. Walker aud Newell Williams.
paid.
11
00
Business,
followed
by a Question Box,
The quickest and easiest route to the Dead
The
appropriations
were:
For
schools,
!
The price of $1.00 per year for the Maine McKeen. This matter lias attracted
blue, cerese and white,
Beneath the
Conducted
by
Ilie
Secretary River Region via Dead River Station. Stage
W oods applies only to subscriptionsPajdin ad$450; for Free High school, $100; to pay i motto was suspended a large oil paint
connection with every through train for
pM
vance. All arrearages must be paid at the rate much attention.
-town' debt, $2000; to defray town! ing of an ocean seen«, by J. O. Dum- 1 30 Praise Service
Stratton, Eustis and ail points inland.
of $1.50 a year. Do not expect any deviatioi
Wednesday,
Feb.
27,
Gardner
of
Pat
charges, $300; for the support of high-j mer, which served to illustrate the 2 00 Sermon
On and al ter Dec. 12, 1900, trains on the Phi 1
from this rule.
lips
& Rangeley railroad will run as follow s
j . w. BRACKETT, Publisher.
Adjournment
ways
and
bridges,
$1000;
for
the
abate-;
motto very nicely. From the point di
ten introduced a bill providing that in
until further notice:
ment
of
taxe«,
$200;
for
the
collection)
rectly over the motto, huntii g was
the future the salary of the members of
AM PM
EAST.
taxes, $100; for the purchase of draped to nearly all parts of the church,
The Edition of Maine Woods the Legislature shall he $300 and they of
Phillips, Lv * . . .
2.30 5.30
West Freeman.
school books and supplies, $100; for the |together with evergreen.
Evergreen
2.55 5.45
»Madrid,
shall not he allowed to use passes over support of the poor, $200; for sewerage hedges were placed around the stage
3.05 5.56
S. *F. Brackley’ s family have allbeen »Reed’s Mill, .
This Week is 3,840.
3.25 6 05
»Sanders’ Mill, . .
any railroad line in Maine. The bill purposes, $300; for the purchase of: and also in front of the orchestra, which ill with the grip the past week.
4 10 6.30
Í ar
hose, $500.
Redington Mills, .
consisted of R. G. Proctor, 1st cornet;
4.20 6.30
T.
B.
Hunter,
Esq.,
is
in
poor
health.
i
de
went
to
the
committee
on
salaries.
F R ID A Y , M ARCH 8,1001.
L. C. Jones, 2nd cornet; Bert Conant, He is attended by Dr. Bell of Strong. ♦Log Track No. 2,
4.40 6.40
The
article,
To
see
if
the
town
will
From Haskell of Windham came a bill
Dead River, . . .
5.00 t6.50
vote to purchase a roller and to raise violin; Cleff Maxwell, bass horn; H. G. Wilt Hood is doing Mr. Hunter’s chores Rangeley,
5.20 7.05
ar . .
“ to encourage cattle raising and the de mo ,ey for the same, was passed. The Swett, trombone; Nelson Rose, clarinet; at present.
WEST.
AM PM
velopment of farming.” It provides article, To see what instructions the O. E. Conant, drums and traps. Inter
Chas. Hutchins has finished his log Rangeley, Lv . .
11 00 8.30
11.15 8.50
that the assessors shall exempt from town will give the selectmen in regard esting remarks were made at the close ging contract on the west side of Mt. Dead River, .
11.25 9.05
»Log Track No. 2, .
to C B Hutchins’s claim for the loss of of the exercises by Prof. Drew J. Har- Abram and is at home.
IN TER IO R W A T E R S .
taxation all cattle in Maine for a period a
F M 9.25
ar
horse, was made satisfactory by allow thorue and Hon. C N. Blanchard of
Redington Mills, . . • 1( de
11 40 9.45
The Committee on interior Waters w ill of 10 years. The taxation committee ing Mr Hutchins $50. There was an Wilton. The following was the pro
O. P. Walker and S. F. Brackley are
12.00
10.15
»Sanders’
Mill,
.
.
give hearings in its rooms at the State Rouse will consider the matter. Another new
hauling ice from Salem mill pond to fill »Reed’s Mill, . . .
12 10 10.28
article inserted in the warrant asking a gram :
in Augusta, as follo w s:
their ice houses.
It will take about »M adrid,.................
12 20 10.40
hill, introduced by Powers of Fort Fair- prohibit for the dumping of refuse
Music
THURSDAY, MARCH 14-O n all matters ap
12 35 11.05
two hundred and fifty cakes for each Phillips, ar . . .
Prayer
pertaining to Ihe Sebec D a m Company, here field, provides that any state, county or above the dam near Kingfield and was
»Trains stop on signal or notice to conand the ice is 30 inclies thick.
municipal
officer
charged
with
the
ex
Music
tofore advertised for recent dates.
carried.
ductor.
Salutatory—Lessons From the Past,
THURSDAY, MARCH 14—An act to author penditure of money who shall expend
Herbert Walker, foreman on the Fletch er Po pe , Gen. Man’g’r.
Ezra Gerald Noyes
ize the Penobscot Log Driving C o m p a n y to any public money for purposes not au
H. H. Fie l d , G. P. & T A.
Essay—Nature
and Art,
Jennie Neil upper section of the F. & M. R. R.,
Another Dew block will be built in
rebuild and raise the height of North
« D thorized by law shall be fined a sum not
Music
A L. Ma t t h e w s , Superintendent
spent Suuday at liis father’ s. He says
Dam, or to build a new dam to take the place
Kingfield this spring.
Essay—Emulation, with Class History,
less
than
twice
the
amount
so
unlaw
there are some big deer yaids in the vi
o f said North Twin Dam.
WiPie
H
Grover
The Current Event club met last Essay—Robert Burns,
fully (xpended and imprisoned not less
R e a s s i g n e d : The hearing on an act
In some places a
Vena Hutchinson cinity of Bigelow.
corporate the Long Pond Improvement Com than 30 days. The committee on agri Wednesday evening with Mrs. Harrison
Music
man can walk without snowshoes for a
pany, heretofore advertised to occur March culture reported a bill providing that Small.
Readings from Oliver Gold Class Essay—The Price of Success,
Maurice Horne mile at a time in their paths.
5, will occur Thursday, March 14.
the State shall pay for all sheep killed smith were in order and current events Class Prophecy,
S. L. PEABODY, Secretary.
Florence E Masterman
D ir ec t Line to Ra n g e l e y La k e s .
A. R. Sedgeley has a flock of twentyby bears oi other wild animals. This were given by each member.
Music
five lambs that will he ready for market Through Time-table, In Effect Dec. 10, 19C0.
Beauties of Nature, with Valedictory
is in place of the proposed restoration
The Festival chorus met last Monday ♦The Address,
Ida Pratt in May.
T h e y must be bold hunters in the
T * HROUGH
C ' OMMODIOU8
Q P L E N D ID
evening with Mrs. R. D. Simons.
of a bounty on bears.
Music
OACHES.
ERVICB.
Miss Etta Walker, who has been in A RAINS.
eastern part of the state.
A poacher
Presentation
of
Diplomas
Quite a number of new bills of a pub
Mr. Ernest Wood is expected home in
A . M . A . M. P . M
GOING SOUTH.
poor health for the past year, is slowly
Singing Class Ode
stood by watching his dog chew away lic nature were introduced in the house a short time.
»Excused.
7 25
Leave Bemis,
gaining.
“ Rumford Falls,
at a deer’s throat, while the Bangor & Thursday morning. Half a dozen came
9.10
2 .4 0
Mr. John Phillips and sister, Mrs.
CLASS ODE.
R. A. Dyer has some nice hogs to
“
Mechanic Falls,
6.55 10.39
4 .0 7
from
Webb
of
Portland
making
changes
Hodgman,
visited
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Hiram
Aroostook train pulled out from a sta
Arrive,
Lewiston,M.
C.
Upper
batcher
every
year
and
the
past
winter
MUSIC BY R. G. PROCTOR.
in the laws of criminal procedure. One
Station,
7.40 11.25
4.50
tion just above Old Town. Ih e waid- incre-ises from 10 to 20 years the max Phillips last week.
has
been
no
exception,
having
killed
Fare thee well, dear loving classmates,
“
Portland, Union
Mr Earle Larrabee spent Sunday in
four that dressed from three to four
Parting hour is drawing uigh,
Station,
8.35 12.20
ens are at work on the case.
5.45
imum penalty for manslaughter, and Farmington.
And with loving thoughts we crown thee, hundred each.
P . M . P . M.
another provides that warrants for ar
As we say our last goodby.
12.45
4.1 0
“
Boston, j W-DJV;
Mr. A. V. Hinds has served the town
rest shall be issued on any day. Sundays
Alden Moores has engaged to work
12.40
4.00
9.05
W it h this issue of M a in e W o o d s , we
as selectman for 9 years and was select
Oh. how short have been our school days, for A. R. Sedgeley during the sapping
aud holidays not excepted.
G O IN G N O R T H .
P . M . A. M. P . M
Fruitful years so blithely sped,
man
for
six
years
in
succession.
begin the publication of the historical
season.
8 .3 0
1 .1 5
Gardner of Patten, put in a bill pro
But we’ ll enter life’s rough journey,
Leave Boston, j g j ) l v ’
9 .0 0 12.30
J. J. Linscott spent Sunday in Farm
poem, Fabiola.
We suggest to our viding that no railroad shall issue
With bright dreams that hope has bred.
Daniel Walker is at work for O. P.
“
Portland
M.
C.
R.
R.,
A.
M.
P
.
M
.
Walker.
readers that it would be web to clip out passes or free transportation in Maine ington.
Union Station,
8.30
12.55
5.15
As the ivy climbeth upward
“
Lewiston M. C. R. R.,
Albert McMullen was in Phillips the
Strengthening with lengthening year,
each installment of the poem as it ap and that no telephone, telegraph or ex
Upper Station,
9 .2 0
1.55
6.05
So may memory cling more closely,
press company shall give free service. first of the week.
Arrive Mechanic Falls,
10 03
2 .3 9
6.45
pears and paste it,in order in the scrap There is a long list of exceptions under
Brightening hope, dispelling fear.
“
Rumford Falls,
11.30
4 .1 0
Eustis.
Among those to attend the lecture by
book or upon pasteboard, so as to thus which such passes or free service may Lyman
Let our motio be our watchword,
Abbott, D. D , at Farmington
Eddie White is borne from Phillips.
“
Bemis,
5.25
May the stirring words imbue
secure a continuous reading if desirable. be given certain persons and classes. A last Monday evening were: Messrs. A V
All our hearts with love of duty,
Trains run daily except Sundays, except as
Harl White has gone to Farmington
bill was introduced amending the law Hinds, Daniel Abbott, Rev A A Callag
As we say our last adieu.
otherwise
noteo.
to have his eyes treated.
prohibiting the sale of intoxicating
Tills is the only standard gauge all rail line
W e are pleased to ¿notice among our liquors by adding after the list of for han, Rev Mr Saunders, Earle Butts, C h o r u s :
B. J. Jenkins visited his aunt, Mrs. direct to the heart of the Rangeley Lakes.
Fred
Morris,
Roscoe
Tufts,
Harry
Tufts,
exchanges the Farmington advertiser, bidden beverages the words “ or any bev
We
will
“
Row,
not
Drift,’’
as
we
sail
o’er
I
E. L. Lovejtoy, Supt., Rumford Falls, Me.
B.
Durrell
Sunday.
Fred Hutchins, John Gilman, Bradford
life’s rough sea.
R C. Br a d f o r d , Traffic Mgr.,Portland, Me.
which made its first appearance Friday, erage containing more than 1 per cent Gilman, G H Winter, Carl Foss, Flave We will
“ Row, not Drift,” swell the chorus I Laura Ricker is caring for Mrs. Albert
loud and clear,
! White.
February 22, at Farmington, It. A. of alcohol by volume at 60 degrees Vose, Archie Wells and Miss Mae W y
W e’ll be true to our motto in sunshine and
Fahrenheit
man.
Metrow, editor and| proprietor.
We
One of Tom Bateman’s teams hauled
shade.
The much discussed appropriation
Mrs. Fred Glines of Livermore Falls We will “ Row, not Drift.”
ten thousand to one load.
wish him success in the undertaking.
bill is still attracting much attention. spent Sunday in town.
Graduates of 1901: Willie H Grover, Ezia G
Albion Savage had two teams come
In the senate Tuesday Senator White of
Y^ a i l r q a d .
F. J. D. Barnjum of Farmington was Noyes, Ida M Pratt, Vena E Hutchinson,
A t the district* convention held in Androscoggin made a strong speech in in town on business the first of the Maurice A Howe Jennie S Neal, Florence E out of the woods last week.
Masterman.
Bennie
and
Eddie
White
are
at
work
Bangor, to nominate a representative to behalf of the bill, taking up and ex week.
OF
for Chas. 3\ Wyman in the woods.
plaining each item. After much dis
congress, the Republicans selected Hon. cussion the bill was passed.
I n Effect , Monday , Nov . 12, 190?.
Benj. Webster is on the sick list.
The rabbit hunters have returned to
Pullman Buffet Parlor Cars between Cari
Llewellyn Powers. Several other can
New Vineyard.
Boston. No more hay rides, slides, or bou and Bangor on train leaving Caribou at
a. m. and Bangor at 3.10 p. m.
didates were in the field, but were not
At the town meeting at New Vine card parties. The old Ridge will re 6.25
7.00 A. M.—For and arriving at Lagrange at
Senate.
yard, Monday, March 4, the following lapse into its old peaceful quiet ways 8.16 a. m., Milo 8.36 a. m., Brownvllle 8.65 a. m.,
strong enough to prevent Powers win
officers were chosen: Moderator, A. W. once more, with but few heartaches and Katahdin Iron Works 10.00 a. m., Norcross 9.46
BEAD AND ASSIGNED.
ning on the first ballot.
m., Millinocket 10.00 a m, Sherman 10.50am,
Hackett; clerk, O. S. Turner; select the young old farmers will be thinking a.
Patten 11 15 a m, IslandFalls 11.15 a m, Smyrna
Resolve providing for the payment to
men, Geo. D. Clark, E. E. Toothaker, of neglected wood piles.
Mil's 11.50 a m.Weeksboro 12.15 p m, Masardls,
the
town
of
Kingfield
the
amount
due
T he legislators have been asked to
l. 08pm, Ashland 1.35 p m, Houlton 12.15 p m,
A. Forest Coughlin; treasurer, F. O
said town on account of an error in the
Presque Isle 2.02, p. hi.. Caribou 2.30 p. m.,
Smith; collector and constable, C. W.
set a value upon the efforts of the sher return of scholars for that town.
NewSweden 3.03 p. m., Van Buren 4.05 p. m .t
Moody; S. S. committee, E. E. Too T R A N S P O R T A T I O N
Fort Fairfield 2 20 p. m Limestone 3.25 p m,
iffs. It is evident that the latter do not
Dover, 9.10 a m., Guilford 9.36 a. m., Monson
thaker; school superintendent, chosen
PASSED TO BE ENGROSSED.
want to work for small wages even if
Junction 9.53 a. m..Greenville 10.50 a m.
by school board; truant officer; E. F.
An act prohibiting fishing except in
3.10 P M. For and arriving at Milo 4.31 p. m.,
the former do.
Look. Money voted for roads, $1400;
Brownville 4.42 p. m., Norcross 5 38 p.m , Milllthe ordinary method of angling with
nocket
5.52 p m, Sherman 6.40 p m, Patten
shortest
and
easiest
route
to
Eustis
and
DeaC
poor,
$500;
schools,
600;
Free
High
artificial flies in any of the ponds lying
7.03 p m, Island Falls. 7.03 p m, Houlton 8.00 p
River region.
school, $100; town charges, $400; inter
How’s this? Out west they are pat on Saddleback mountain, or the outlet
m , Vars Hill and Blaine 9 12 p. m.. Presque
est on orders, $70; school books, $80;
Isle 9.47 p. m., Caribou 10.15 p. m., Fort FairT X 3 M L E - T A 3 B X j ]B .
ting the sheriff on the back ^because he of same flowing into Dead River pond or
field 10.05 p. m.
repairs on schoolhouses, $60.
From
Rangeley lake, or any of the tributaries
Babies
and
children
need
!
4.45 P M —For and arriving at Lagrange
offered no resistance to a lynching emptying into said outlet, or in Salmon t
t
town reports: Total valuation of town,
In Effect Nov. 7, 1900.
6 05 p. m., Milo 6 35 p. m , Brownville 6.46 p.
party.
m.
, BTatalidin Iron Works 7.25 p. m., Dover
lake, formerly known as Gull pond, | proper food, rarely ever medi- j $160,250; number of polls, 162; poll tax,
SOUTH.
A M
A M
and Foxcroft 6 56 p. m , Guilford 7 19 p m.,
$3; rate per cent on taxation for 1900, Bigelow, lv
situated in Dallas plantation, in Frank
11 00 Monson Junction 7 55 p. m , Greenville 8.30 p.
?
cine.
If
they
do
not
thrive
22
mills
on
a
dollar;
present
resources
Carrabassett,
11 25 m.,QuebeO 1.30 p. m ., Montreal 8.35 a. m.
A t this writing the Boers and British lin county.
(ar
11 55
ARRIVALS.
An act to repeal the organization of I on their food something is I above liabilities, $475.03.
Kingfield, {
are said to be patching up terms of sur
P M
9.20 A. M.—Leaving Montreal 8.05 p. m., Que
Perkins plantation in Franklin county.
(lv
7 00
1 00
bec
2.40
p.
m.,
Greenville at 5.30 a. m.,
render.
Salem,
wrong. They need a little |
7 20
1 20

SANDY RIVER R. R.

J

PHILLIPS t RANGELEY R. R.

C O M M ITTEE NOTICES.

Portland & Riifort Falls By.

ARRANGEMENT

TRAINS.

FRANKLIN & M EGANTIC RY.

\

PASSED TO BE ENACTED.

help to get their digestive
machinery working properly.

An act to authorize the Maine and
I t has been discovered that a strip of
land containing over 250,000 acres lying New Hampshire Granite company to
maintain a tramway across the county
between Wisconsin and Michigan lies in road in the town of Jay.
neither state, yet included in this strip
INLAND FISHERIES AND GAME.
is the city of Ironwood.
By Mr. Staples of Knox—Resolve in
favor of adding specimens to the State
Shoot For Maine Woods Badge. Museum.
Last Saturday at the 100-yard rifle
range of the Phillips rifle club occurred
the second shoot this season for the
M a in e W oods badge. A t 1 o ’clock six
contestants appeared at the range to
shoot for the prize.
Those who shot
were Frank Phillips, Isaac Smith, Chas.
Hammons, Lester Currier and John
Shepard, Phillips, and Weston Lufkin
of Madrid. The conditions were the
best out of a possible score of 250. The
following is the score: Isaac Smith,
157; Charles Hammons, 150; Lester Cur
rier, 145; John Shepard, 141; Weston
Lufkin, 158; Frank Phillips, 164.

Captured the Bear.
(Continued from page 1.)
all you local and foriegn sportsmen, if
you take that risk be sure and hold onto
your meat, if not, be sure that you have
your repeater or a strong shooting re
volver instead of a stick. For bears are
desperate and hard fighting animals
when you meddle with their domestic
affairs. All you sportsmen have the
M a i n e W oods every week but have
nothing like the beautiful woods of
Maine. In autumn it is a state of un
surpassed loveliness wliere game of all
kinds abound.
Bears especially are
plentiful even in Phillips and adjoin
ing towns and more particularly on the
Bordeb.

S O tS S *
COD O V E R

House.

O IL

WfTHh'YPOPHOSPJi/TES ofLIMES SODA

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES.

Mr. Kuowlton, from the Franklin
county delegation, reported ought not
to pass on bill, an act to fix the salary
and allowances of the register of dedds
for the county of Franklin.
Mr. Virgin, for the committee on
judiciary, on bill, an act to prevent the
shooting of human beings by persons in
pursuit of game and game birds, re
ported same ought to pass.

Obituary.
Rev. E. V. Wheeler died at his home
in East Madrid last Friday after a short
sickness with la grippe which termi
nated in pneumonia.
He was born in Phillips in 1853 and at
an early age moved to Weld, where he
married Cora Masterman, daughter of
Stillman Masterman. Their union was
blessed by three children, two daughters
and one son. The oldest daughter is
Mrs. Cross of Redington. He leaves a
widow, three chiidren and two brothers,
Ezra and Samuel of Portland and Bos
ton respectively. He was a preacher in
Dixfield, Weld, Madrid and Phillips and
during last summer started the con
struction of a church in Dixfield. The
funeral services took place at East Mad
rid on Tuesday and the interment was
made in Weld on the following day.

\will

generally

correct this !

j difficulty.

' |

\ If you will put from one- j
I fourth to half a teaspoonful J
i in baby’ s bottle three or four l
1 times a day you will soon see j
| a marked improvement. For |
| larger children, from half to j
t a teaspoonful, according to j
j age, dissolved in their milk, j
| if you so desire, will very |
| soon show its great nourish- j
| ing power.
If the mother’ s j
milk does not nourish the j
I baby, she needs the emul- |
j sion. It will show an effect j
f at once both upon mother j
la n d child.
I

\

L

50c. and $1.00, all druggists.
SCOTT & BOWNE, Chemists, New York.

It— H-

New Sharon.
Mr. Frank Lane, who underwent an
operation for appendicitis a short time
ago, we are glad to bear, is rapidly re
covering.
Mr. Fred Swan lias been very ill, but
is rapidly convalescing.
Mr. C. Walker is still confined to the
house. His aged mother cares for him.
Mr. John Powers is unable to leave
the house. He is afflicted with partial
paralysis.
J. S. Williamson has gone to Wilton
to work in the woolen mill.
Miss Laura Campbell of the High
school entertained her friend, Miss Grace
Williamson, from Friday until Sunday
of last week.
Mr. E. A. Childs, principal of the
High school, visited friends in Dixfield,
remaining over Sunday.
The High school has secured an organ
for use during the term, also a new
stove.
The Ladies’ Guild of the Congrega
tional church held a supper at the ves
try Tuesday evening. Only a small
number were present.
The Congregational church hopes to
arrange for a series of revival meetings
sometime in the season of lent.
Mr. John Yeaton and family have
moved into Mr. O. P. Whittier’ s house
in the village. Mr. Moses Tarr of Bean’s
Corner has moved into the bouse vacat
ed by Mr. Yeaton on the Falls road.
We were pained to hear of the sudden
death of Miss Mamie Dyke, which oc
curred at the home of Frank Tucker
where she has been employed as house
keeper. She was stricken down with
the grip, and passed away after an il1ness of scarcely a week. The young
lady leaves a mother, brother and sister
We extend sympathy to the mourning
ones.
G. E. W.

Strong, ar
7 45
1 45
NORTH.
A M
P M
Strong, lv
8 15
6 10
Salem,
8 40
5 35
9 00
5 55
Kingfield, j f vr
9 15
Carrabassett,
9 45
Bigelow, ar
10 15
tFlag stations. Trains stop on notice to
conductor. »Mixed trains.
Close connection is made at Strong with
trains to and from Phillips, Farmington, Port
land and Boston.
Stage connections at Carrabasset for Eustis
and Dead River Region.
GEO. M. VOSE, Su p e r in t e n d e n t .

TEAM S OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS

Monson Junction 6.25 a m..Guilford 6.42 a. m.,
Dover 7.00 a. m., Katahdin Iron Works 6.20 a
m, Brownville 7.20 a. m., Miio 7.30 a. m .La
grange 7.57 a. m.
1.05 P. M.—Leave Caribou 6.25 a. m. Presque
Isle 6.52 a. m., Fort Falifleld 6.30 a. m., Houl
ton 8.25 a. m., Ashland 7 10 a. m., Masardls
7.36 a. m., Weeksboro 8 28 a. m , Smyrna Mills
8.51 a. m „ Island Falls 9.23 a. m., Patten 9.15 a.
m., Sherman 9.46 a. m., Millinocket 10.33 a.
m., Norcross 10 45 a. m., Brownville 11.36 a.
m., Milo 11.45 a. m.
7.20 P. M.—Leaving Greenville 3.35 p. m.
Monson Junction 4.30 p.m..Guilford 4.47 p. m.,
Dover 5 05 pm..Limestone 10.40a m, Van Buren
10 05 a. m., New Sweden 11.07 a. m., Carlboa
11.50 a., m., Presque Isle 12.20 p. n>. Fort Fairfield 11.1-5 a. m., Houlton 2.05 p. m., Island
Falls 3.02 p. m., Patten 2.55 p m Sherman 3.26
p. m. Millinocket, 4.15 p m, Norcross 4.28 p m,
Katahdin Iron Works 3.06 p m, Brownville
5.27 p m, Milo 5.37 p m, Lagrange 6.06 p m.
GEO. M. HOUGHTON,
Gen’ l Passenger and Ticket Agent
W. M. BROWN, Superintendent.
Bangor, Me., Nov. 7. 1900.

W r i t e to the
Parti-s desirlngjteams oijanylklnd for any
point in ti is r egion, can be accommodated
by notifying

HUNTOON

&

OAKF8,

PROPRIETORS.
Stable next to Oquossoc House, B ir p t l»
Maine.

Greene’s Stase Line
Dead River to Eustis.

Maine Woods
Information
Bureau,
P h illip s , M a in e ,

The only Stage Line in the Dead
River region that connects with the
early train for Boston. W ill make or points about where to go for fish
connections with trains on and after ing, hunting, boating or any kind of
May n , 1901.
outing you want in Maine.
Send
stamps for circulars of hotels, camps,
I. W . C R E E N E , P r o p ’ r,
railroads, steamboat lines, etc.
Co pl in , M a i n e .

M AIN E
G E N T ’ S F U R N IS H IN G S .

WOODS,

FARM INGTON ITEM S.
Town * flicers Elected, Appropri
ations, Etc.
Interesting Lecture by Rev. Ly
man Abbott, I), D.

MARCH

8,

YOUR MONEY BACK
IF Y O U D O N ’T

G e t

S t r e n g t h

[-’■pecial correspondence to I be Maine Woods]
F a r m i n g t o n , Me ., March, 5, 1901.

Weak
Women
Are Made Strong By Dr. Williams*
Pink Pills for Pale People.

D. F. HOYT
We have purchased the en
tire stock ot men’s and boys’
clothing furnishings, boots
and shoes ot I) F. Field &
Co. We bought at a lo x
figure, consequent’y we shall
be able to offer, for the next
two or three weeks, some
bargains equal to any fi**e or
bankrupt sale This sale is
for cash only.
First we wish to call your
attention to a line of small
sized heavy overcoats. 33
34 and 35, sold originally
for $8, f l O and $12, which
we will close at the low price
of 85 each.
The next in order area few
broken lots o f men’s suits:
One lot at $2,98 per suit
Another at $4.00 per suit.
Others at 85 and 86 per suit
One lot Men’s Odd Under
shirts, winter weight, 2 for
25 cents.
One lot Boys’ Odd Under
shirts, only a few, 3 for 25
cents.
One lot men’s rubbers to
wear over shoes, at 49 cents
per pair.
One lot Men's one-buckle
overshoes at 89 cents per
pair.
One lot better ones at $1
per pair.
A fewTodd b oy s’ knee pant
suits, sizes from 3 lo 16
years, some ot them slightly
shop worn, others a little
out o f style. Just the thing
for the boy to wear every
day.
$4.00 suits for $3.00
$3.50 suits for 82.75
$2.50 suits for 82 00
$3.00 suits for $2 00
We have mentioned only a
few of our low prices Call
and let us tell you the
others.

D F HOYT
& CO.
No 5 Beal Block,
Phillips, Maine.

Mrs. Grace Campbell, of 861 Logan
Street, Grand Rapids, Michigan, re
lates the following story :
“ The birth o f my first child left me
in a deplorable condition. My sys
tem was broken down and I suffered
from general debility. My appetite
failed me and the most delicate and
inviting food failed to tempt me. I
w as thin and pale, and had neither
energy nor ambition. My case had
been growing steadily worse for two
years. I had used several so-called |
remedies but was not benefited.
“ In the summer of 1886,1 was visit- |
lng in Ludlngton, Mich., and there §
learned o f the wonderful cures effected i
by Dr. W illiams’ Plftk Pills for Pale a
People. I tried the pills and bad not E
finished one box before I felt much 5
better. I continued them through
the year and the result was a perfect
cure. I am no longer nervous nor
rheumatic and have more than re
gained m y lost flesh. I certaluly
recom mend the pills toall wom en.’’
Signed
MR8. G race Ca m p b e l l .
Subscribed and sworn to before me
this 26th day o f July, 1900.
Sb a i.
B. F. B a r e n d s e n ,
Notary Public.
At all druggists or direct from Dr. Wil
liams Medicine Co.. Schenectady, N. Y.
Price 50c. per box; 6 boxes |2.50.

D IN IN G
TA B LES.
G o od E x t e n s i o n T a b l e s ,
6 feet,
Oak T a b l e s ,

$4.75
P oli she d

Tops,

$8.75

Dining
Chairs.
Hard

W ood, 80c, 90c,

$1.00, $1,25 and $1.50 ea ch.
..... ............................

A. ML Greenwood,
Jewelry.

Furniture.

The Fidelity and Casuality Co.,
OF NEW YORK.

ASSETS, DEC. 31, 1900.
Real estate,
$ 567,737 29
2,880.483 25
Stocks and bonds,
119,314 30
Cash in office and bank,
5,061 82
Bills receivable,
Agents’ balances.
2,208 54
3,739 71
Interest and rents,
462 584 99
Uncollected premiums,
23,784 62
All other assets,
Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted,

$4,064,914 52
7,270 36

Admitted assets,

$4,057,644 16

LIABILITIES, DEC. 31, 1900.
Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,

$ 741,080 60
1,859,134 49
314,432 94

Total,
Cash capital,
Surplus over all liabilities,

$2,914,648 03
250,000 (0
892,996 13

$4,067,644 16
Total liabilities and surplus,
F. E. Vo t e r , Agent, Farmington, Me.

London & Lancashire Fire Insurance Company
OE LIVERPOOL, ENGIAND.

ASSETS, DEC. 31, 1900.
Real estate,
$ 300,000 CO
Stocks and bonds,
1,70-1,654 25
Cash in office and bank,
103,810 60
Bills receivable,
4,861 97
Cash in hands of United States
trustees,
175,000 00
Interest and rents,
22,724 09
Uncollected premiums,
25<',798 66
All other assets,
14,625 06
Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted,

2,576,474 (¡3
1,936 07

Admitted assets,
$2,574,538 56
LIABILITIES, DEC. 31, 1900.
Net unpaid losses,
$ 137,634 29
1,466,834 54
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,
29,159 94
Total,
Surplus over all liabilities,

1,633,628 77
940,909 79

$2,574,538 56
Total ¡labilities and surplus,
F. E. VOTER, Agent, Farmington, Me.

Resolutions of Respect.
Whereas it has pleased the Great Master
above to send the grim messenger of death
into our midst and taken Brother John Ham
den,
Therefore be it resolved, That while we
cherish the memory o f our departed brother,
we realize that he has passed through the
dark valley whence no traveler returns and
through which we all must pass before we
join hands with him in fraternal greeting.
Therefore, let us bow in humble submission
to his divine will.
Resolved that to the fam ily of our deceased
brother, upon whom this affliction falls most
heavily, we tender our sincere sympathy.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions
be sent to the fam ily o f the deceased brother
and that they be spread upon the records of
North Franklin grange, also that a copy be
sent to the M a in e W oods for publication.
D. D. Gr a f f a m ,
t Committee
Fr e d E l l s w o r t h , ]
on
D. O. G l e a s o n ,
( Resolutions.

Mon lay Farmington had her town
meeting and laid out the work for an
other year. At 10 o’ clock a large num
ber of the voters assembled in Music
hall aud acted upon the town warrant
consisting of 2 1 articles. Town Clerk
Louis Voter called the meeting to order
and read the town warrant. E. E. Rich
ards was unanimously chosen modera
tor. Then followed the eiectiuu of
town clerk, Louis V otir be.ng the
.boice. Next the election of three se
lectmen. For lirst there appeared two
candidates, Hon. J. VV. Fairbanks and
J. J. Hunt. Mr. Fairbanks was the
first, selectman in 1899 and Mr Hunt
was one of that board during the past
year. The ballot resulted in the choice
>t J. J. Hunt, then were elected W. H.
Pearson, 2:ul, aud Hon. Newell R.
Knowlton, 3rd. The selectmen were
voted also to act as assessors and over
seers of the poor. Carlton P. Merrill
was unanimously electee! treasurer C.
A Gould and 13. M. Small were reap
pointed memheis of the superintending
school committee.
The following officers were elected by
acclamation; Constables, L G Brown,
Nelson Gould, John J Hunt, C C Ken
nedy, M U Fowler, Fred H Webster, J
E Collins, C H Pierce, (. has A Gould,
Hannibal Hamlin, II J Mosher; sur
veyors of wood, bark and lumber, 0 A
Gould, Frank Osborn, A J Gerry, L G
B row , L F Fales, F L Wilder, W H
K*nnedy, F A Webster, Luther Curtis,
S YV Dobbins, G F Briggs. L B Bangs,
E M Prince, Wal ron Marble, Charles A
Brown, A B Gordon, Chas Kennedy,
VVm Small, John J Hunt, Fred C Met
calf; surveyor of ship timber, Chas A
Gou d; truant officers. Nelson Gould,
Ernest Croswell, and E M Prince; fence
viewers, Warren T Voter, F J Locke,
and Free Leavitt.
Following are the appropristions :
For support of common schools, 82700;
free High school, 81000; puichase of
“school books 8300; for support of poor,
82500; defraying town charges, $2000;
collecting taxes, 8300; abatement of
taxes, 8300; Memorial day, $75; interest
on town bonds, 8100; roads aud small
bridges, 86000; large bridges, 81000;
electric lights, 877 00; contingeut fund,
repairs, insurance and supplies for com
mon schools, 81200.
The town voted to purchase two
snow rollers It was aiso voted to deed
back to the corporation a certain lot of
land on Pleasant street which has
caused a great deal of discussion. The
custody of the town hearse was
given to Silas Perham.
The 24th article of the town warrant
read: To see if the town will vote to
instruct the selectmen to establish a
liquor agency. Considerable discussion
followed and there was an effort to pass
the article but the motion was lost and
resulted in a vote to establish an agency.
After this agency is established it will
make the second in the county the other
being at Phillips. At about 12.30 the
meeting adjourned.
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USING

Sm ith’s
Green Mountain
Renovator
Strength to muscles, neryes and brain. It
cures
Nature’s own remedy. Ask your
druggist—60 cents and one dollar
Write St.
Albans Remedy Co., St. Albans, Vt.,
bout
GUARANTEE. Mention this paper.
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We are now prepared to
give you extra bargains in
TEA at 30, 40, 50 and 6oc.
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STATIO N STORE,
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Obituary.
G. Fred Atherton died Sunday morn
ing, Feb. 10, 1901, at his father’ s home
in Newrv, after an illness of several
months. He leaves a wife and daugh
ter, also his parents, to mourn his death.
Mr. Atherton’s eariy life was spent in
Newry, where he obtained a common
school education. Later he attended
school at Gould’s academy in Be he',
where he decided to obtain a college
education, and by bis own efforts and
perseverance worked his way through
the University of Maine. He was high
ly esteemed by his college mates; re
ceived honorable mention for the best
Junior essay; was secretary of his class
in the Senior year and delivered the
“ Address to the Undergraduates.” He
graduated in the class of ’92 with the
degree af B. M. E.
In the summer of that year he ac
cepted the position of instructor in
shopwork at the State Reform school,
which position he creditably filled for
five years. While connected with the
school he married Miss Helen Beal of
Phillips and soon after removed to
Susquehanna, Pa., where he entered the
employ of the Erie R. R., by which com
pany he was retained until last summer,
when failing health compelled him to
return to his native town and outdoor
life to recuperate.
He was a member of the Presbyterian
church in Susquehanna, Pa., and was a
young man ot strong religious conv ctions, great faith and confideuce in God
and in his divine plans. Few there are
whose character was so unimpeachable,
whose life was so clean and upright and
whose nature was so kind, patient and
unseltish - Bethel News.

A Splendid Range
T o Be Given For Votes

A Good Cough Medicine For Chil
dren.

“ 1 have no hesitancy in recommend
ing Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy,”
says F. P. Moran, a well-known and
popular baker, of Petersburg, Va. “ We
have given it to our children when trou
bled with bad coughs, also whooping
cough, and it has always given perfect
satisfaction. It was recommended to
me by a drugg'st as the best cough
medicine for children as it contained no
opium or other harmful drug.”
Sold
by W. A. D. Cragin, Phillips; E. H.
Whitney, Rangeley; Dyer’s Drug Store,
Strong, and Lester L. Mitchell, KiugAt 8 o’ clock Monday evening the seats field.
in Music hall were filled with an audi
ence from all over Franklin county, to
Freeman Centre.
listen to the noted lecturer and preacher.
Miss
Augusta
Allen of Augusta is
Rev. Lyman Abbott, D. D., of Brook
lyn, N. Y., speak on “ Our Homes and speeding a few weeks with her parents,
Their Enemies.’
After being intro Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Allen.
duced by Rev. Mr. Lord of the M. E.,
Hervey and May Welch were in Farm
church, Mr. Abbott arose and was greet ington recently.
ed by loud applause. For nearly two
Henry Richards, who has been work
hours the gifted speaker addressed the ing in the woods at Carrabasset, has re
audience holding their closest attention turned home.
during the entire evening. Mr. Abbott
Mr. Fairfield Williams of Madison
arrived on the noon train and was greetat the station by a delegation and at Bridge is in town selling nursery stock.
The lumbermen are hurrying their
once escorted to the home of Mrs. Belle
Gilman whose guest he was during his lumber to the mills as a few warm days
stay in town. At 3 o’ clock in the after would spoil the sledding.
W. S.
noon a reception was tendered him at
the spacious parlors of the Stoddard
House and here he met many of his old
Births.
acquaintances. The reception commit
Phillips, March 6, to Mr and Mrs Ed West, a
tee consisted of Mr. J. Currier Tarbox, son.
Rev. F. R. Smith and Rev. W. P. Lord.
Last Thursday evening Feb. 28, at
Marriages.
the Normal hall the B class entertained
Farmington, Feb 27, b y Rev E R Smith,
about 300 of their friends. The follow
W Trask of Farmington and Mrs Mary A
ing was the program carried out: Se Levi
Knapp of Euslis.
lection, orchestra; duet, Misses Ladd
Farmington, March 2, by Rev E R Smith,
and Thomas; piano solo, Carl Jean Tol George
E Lake and Sadie S Snow, both of
man; vocal solo, MissCarsley; piano Farmington.
duet, Misses McLeary and Spaulding;
solo, Prof. Purington; piano duet, Mr.
Deaths.
Tolman and Miss Pierce. Following
Kingfield, Feb 8, Lyle Vinton Tufts, aged 8
the musical enteitainment an order of
ten dances was cairied out in a very years, 3 mos.
Dorchester, Mass, March 2, Richard Baker,
pleasing manner, with music by Allen’ s
son of Edward Baker and Mabel Wheeler
orchestra.
Wilder, aged 9 mos, 12 days.
The following committee had the
Colorado Springs, Colo, March 5, Judge
affair in charge: The Misses McPhail, James
R Severy, formerly of Farmington,
Hunter, Davee aud Messrs. Corson and aged 60 years, 8 mos, 5 days.
Purington.
Temple, Feb 28, Elzina C Collier, aged 60
The Idlers will meet with Mrs. Geo. years, 2 mos, 28 days.
L. Stevens Friday afternoon.
Meriden, Conn, Feb 14, John Bowen, for
Certificate of organization of corpora merly of Farmington, aged about 77 years.
tion under general law. Name, The
Farmington, Feb 27, Mrs Nelly D, wife of
Union Land and Lumber Co., located at Richard L Welch, aged 48 years, 1 mo, 16
Farmington. The purposes are the days.
carrying on the business of buying,
Farmington, March i, James E Crooker,
owning, selling and leasing real estate, aged 39 years.
including timber lands and water privi
West Farmington, March 3, Amzy E Moul
leges, of owning, operating, building ton, aged 8 years, 10 mos
and leasing mills for the manufacture of
Temple, March 6, Charles F Locklin, aged
all commodities made from hard and 52 years.
soft lumoer and of building and renting
Vienna, Feb 25. Mrs Laodiea B Fierce, wid
ow of Asa Pierce, formerly of Cliesterville,
housep, etc., etc.
aged.77 years, 10 mos, 5 days.
Amt. of capital stock is 8100,000.00
East Madrid, March 1, Rev E V Wheeler,
“ “
“
“
already paid in aged
47 years.
is 8700.00.
Phillips, Mar 6, B T Parker, aged 78 years,
Par value of shares is $100.00.
10 months.
Isaac B Russell is president and Han
Phillips, March 6, Mrs J B Noble, aged
nibal Russell is treasurer, James Rus about 48 years.
sell, C. E. Marr, Isaac B. Russell, Geo.
F. Briggs and Francis H. Russell are
Cut Flowers.
the directors, E. E. Richards is clerk,
For all occasions—Funeral Designs and So
all at Farmington.
cletv Emblems. Prices reasonable. Roses,

$1.50to $2.00 per dozen; pinks 35 to 50c. per
dozen; crysanthemums $1.00 to $2.00 per
dozen, white, pink and yellow ; violets, 25Strikes a Rich Find.
bunch 25 blossoms; smilax, 25c. string; calla“ I was troubled for several years with ies, $3.00 per dozen, w ith leaves.
W. A. D. CRAGIN.
chronic indigestion and nervous debil

ity,’ ’ writes F. J. Green of Lancaster,
N. H., “ No remedy helped me until 1
began using Electric Bitters, which did
me more good than all the medicines 1
ever used. They have also kept my
wife in excellent health for years. She
says Electric Bitters are just splendid
for female troubles; that they are a
grand tonic and invigorator for weak,
run down women. No other medicine
can take its place in our family.”
Try
them. Only 50c. Satisfaction guaran
teed by W. A. D. Cragin.

9

Wanted.
Addresses of those who have attractive
photographs of fish and wild game. We want
them for half-tone cuts in the Ma in e W oods.
Correspondence is respectfully solicited.
J. VV. Br a c k e t t , Phillips, Maine.

Notice.
1 hereby notify all persons against trusting

my wife, Alice Barrett, f£s I will not pay any
bills contracted by her on or after this date.
Thomas Ba r r e t t .

Rangeley, March 7, 1901.

An Opportunity to Win a Grand

5 H.

Prize With Little Effort.

On Monday, April 22, the Maine W oods will give awav a Quaker
Range absolutely free o f charge. The Range will be disposed oUihrough
a voting contest and will be given to the Phillips or A von woman who re
ceives the largest number o f votes. Any woman in these two towns may
compete and the one having the largest number o f votes at the close o f the
contest will be the winner.

RULES

OF

THE

CONTEST.

It is essentia] io the contest that the names of not less than two contestants appear an<Y
remain actively engaged until 1he close. In the event of the withdrawal of all active can
didates tu t one, there can be no contest and the prize will be withdrawn.
A coupon will be printed in each and every issue of the Ma in e W oods, until and includ
ing Friday, April 19,1901, which will contain the last coupon. . The contest w ill close at this
paper’s business <ffice at 6 o’clock p. m the following Monday, April 22, when the votes w ill
De counted by a c< mmittee representing the leading contestants.
1. For eveiy yearly new subscriber to this paper at $1 two hundred votes will he given. A
new subscri ber may pay as many years in advance as he wishes and receive votes at the
rate o f 200for each $1 per year l aid; but ail these payments must be made in advance a t
one time
2. For every $1 paid by present subscribers, either arrearages o f accounts or in advance
on present subscription, one hundred votes will be given.
3. Changes in subscriptions fre m one men ber to another of the same family, etc., made
for the obvious purpose of securing the increased number of votes given to new subscribers,
cannot be permitted
4. Each issue of the Ma in e W oods will contain one coupon, which, when filled out andl
delivered at the M a in e WV ot s <ffice, will count as one vote.

There w ill be no single votes for sale; votes can only be obtained as above set forth, ox
by clipping from the paper the votes that appear below.
Votes will be counted each Thursday during the contest and the figures o f such cou nting
printed in the following issue of the paper.
All communications should he addressed to Voting Contest, this office.

Haine Woods Quaker Range
VOTING

CONTEST.

One Vote For

Votes Received.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Miss
Mrs.
Mrs.

PHILLIPS.
W . V . Larrabee,
Mary Kenniston,
E . W . Vot er,
Lett ice H a rn d e n ,
W a l t e r To o t h a k e r ,
Ceoreie B r o w n ,
AVON

M r s . N . E. W e l l s ,
M r s . M a r s h a l l Grover,

HOI
704803
5 11
1030
1300
IOO
404

There is no better Range manufactured than the Quaker at the price,
$50, and the manufacturers are ready to guarantee it fully.
A great many
o f them have been sold in this county by Wilfred McLeary o f Farmington
and they are giving perfect satisfaction today.

Range Can Be Seen.
T he Range which is to be given to the lucky woman in this contea
can be seen by calling at the Maine W oods office« W e invite inspectioi
o f the Range.
.
The standing of the various contestants will be published in M ain ]
W oods every week until the close.

M A IN E

6
T A L K OF NORTH F R A N K L IN .

RANGELEY NEWS NOTES.

—Hiss Carrie Boston is doing cham
ber work at Phillips Hotel.
—Mrs. Millie Schofield and Miss Myra
Schofield visited in Rangeley over Sun
day.
—Mrs. A. B. Grover of Rangeley visi
ted her si^er, Mrs. S. A. McCrackin,
over Sunda^
—Miss Grace Masterman and Mr.
Alton Brown attended the graduating
exercises at Weld.
—Mrs. Lula Hall, who has been em
ployed at Phillips Hotel, has returned
to her home in Strong.
—Mr. G. R. Hinkley recently brought
to the M a in e W oods office an egg
which measured 7)^x6.% inches.
—Mr. Wm, B. Grover of Avon brings
a curiosity to the office of the M a in e
W o o d s , consisting of twin bean pods,
two pods growing together upon one
stem.
—A. S. McKeen has sent several very
pretty views home of Nassau, N P.,
Bahama island, where he is stopping
this winter. He is rushed with work
and is meeting with fine success.
—Mr. Geo. T. Orr of Marshall, Minn.,
is in Phillips visiting friends. Mr. Orr
was a Phillips boy and left Maine
twenty-three years ago. Mr. Orr is a
farmer in Minnesota. He will make
about a ten days’ stay here.
—Mr. and Mrs. S. A. McCrackin left
Tuesday morning for Baugor, where Mr.
McCrarkin will be employed as brakeman on the Maine Central R. R. Mrs.
McCrackin will visit her sister, Mrs.
George Kimball, at Lincoln for a few
weeks.
—Knowing that many readers like to
hear from Major Dill we give a few
words from the close of his last letter
under date of Feb. 17: “ My health is
very uneven; some days I work pruning
trees or trimming up brush and feel
quite well. At other times I am so
faint that 1 want to get hold of some
thing to keep from falling down, with a
ba kache that makes it hard work to
stand at ali.”
—We hear it talked that there are to
be P. O. boxes—which can be bought of
the government—put along the stage
route from Phillips to Madrid. The
least number of boxes that will be
needed will be seven; but probably
twice that number will be set up. Two
keys must go to each box. In such
weather as we have had for eight or ten
weeks past it will not only take time
but tact and good gloves to avoid frozen
fingers. The patrons will be pleased,
however, and more letters will be mailed
in the future. Naturally enough all
this will enlarge the sum for service
which bidders may send out who wish
to do the work.
—A grand tournament will be held by
the Knights of Pythias of Maine, in the
City hall, Portland, about April 18. The
program will comprise the working of
the different ranks, speeches and music.
Two lodges wiil be selected to work the
rank of Page, and two the rank of
Knight, to compete for prizes. Two or
more companies of the Uniform rank
will give exhibition drills in competition
for prizes. The Pittsfield K. of P.
Military band, of twenty-five pieces,
will be present and give a concert and
their orchestra will furnish music for
working the ranks.
The celebrated
rank team of Peter Woodland lodge of
Lynn, Mass., will work the first and
third ranks. This team is the strongest
and best rank team in New England.
There will be reduced rates on all rail
roads.

Town and Corporation Elect Otti*
cers For Ensuing Year.

Madrid.
Miss Nancy Powers, who is past
eighty and is in feeble health, fell and
hurt her hip a short time ago.
Miss Grace Dunham is gaining slowly,
but is still unable to sit up.
Geo. Sargent is again seriously ill.
Lizzie, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Lewis Witham, is employed in a cotton
mill in Lewiston.
Mrs. Della Vining, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. John McKinney, is employed
in a shoeshop in Auburn.

Tory H ill, Phillips.
Mr. T. B. Hunter is quite ill.
Mrs. J. Curtis Smith, who has been
quite sick, is improving slowly.
Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Carvill of New
Portland are visiting their daughter,
Mrs. A. E. Bunnell.

CANCER
Sufferers from this horrible malady
nearly always inherit it — not necessarily
from the parents, but may be from some
remote ancestor, for Cancer often runs
through several generations. This deadly
poison may lay dormant in the blood for
years, or until you reach middle life, then
the first little sore or ulcer makes its apearance — or a swollen gland in the
reast, or some other part of the body,
gives the first warning.
To cure Cancer thoroughly and perma
nently all the poisonous virus must be
iliminated from the blood—every vestage
>f it driven out. This S. S. S. Soes, and
is the only medicine that can reach deepseated, obstinate blood troubles like this.
When all the poison has been forced out
of the system the Cancer heals, and the
disease never returns.
Cancer begins often in a small way, as the
following letter from Mrs. Shirer shows:

E

A Bmall pimple came on my jaw about an inch
below the ear on the left aide of my face. It gave
me no pain or Inconveneince, and I should have
forgotten about It had It
not begun to in dame and
itch ; It would bleed a
little, then scab over, but
would not heal. Thla
continued for some time,
when my jaw began to
swell, b e c o m in g very
painful. The Cancer be
gan to eat and spread,
until it was as large as a
half dollar, when I heard
of S. S. 8. and determin
ed to give It a fair trial,
and It was remarkable
what a wonderful effect
It had from the very beginning; the sore began te
heal and after taking a few bottles disappeared
entirely. This was two years ago ; there are still
no signs o f the Cancer, and my general heatlh
aontinues good.—M rs . R. S h ir e r , La Plata, Mol

is the greatest o f all
blood purifiers, and the
only o n e guaranteed
W J § purely vegetable. Send
*or our fre® book on
Cancer, containing valuable and interests
ing information about this disease, and
write our physicians about y ou r case.. We
make no charge for medical advice. v
THE 8WIFT SPECIFIC) CO.. ATLANTA. OJL

Pleasant Social Events of the
Past Week.
|Special correspondence to the M aine W oods. |
R a n g e l e y , Mar. 6, 1901.

S. S. Pickford of this place has re
turned from New York, where he has
been spending the last few weeks.
Fremont Kimball, who has been
working for W. D. Grant, cut his knee
last week and has returned home.
A rent has been secured for Rev.^S.
Wakely in the Frazar building.
Mrs. Amos Ellis has returned from
Farmington, where she has been to at
tend an operation which was performed
on the 3-years-old son of Frank Huntoon.
Dr. Palmer removed a stone
from the little fellow’s bladder as large
as a robin’ s egg.
The operation was
considered very hazardous, and the case
the first on record in this country. The
child is at present reported doing well.
Mrs. Annie Hewey will open a bakery
in town this summer. She proposes to
carry a stock of bread, doughnuts, pies
and such other pastry as is in demand,
also confectionery and cigars.
Rev. S. Wakely took his text from
Matt, xxvii, 3-4, “ Then Judas which
had betrayed him, when he saw that he
was condemned, repented himself, and
brought again the thirty pieces of sil
ver to the chief priests and elders, say
ing, I have sinned in that I have be
trayed the innocent blood.
And they
said, What is that to us? see thou to
that.”
Mrs. H. H. Dill is recovering from her
recent illness.
The ball given by the Sunshine Whist
club at Furbish hall on Saturday even
ing was well attended, eighteen or
twenty couples being present.
The
Rangeley orchestra, composed of G. A
Proctor, Ben Gile, Dr. Hilton and Mrs.
Maggie Schofield, furnished music.
Miss Myra Schofield and Mrs. Millie
Schofield and Chas. Cushman came in
from Phillips to attend the ball.
W. S. Lovejoy went in to Roscoe
Otis’ s camp the first of the week to at
tend to some horseshoeing.
Mrs. Amos Ellis had a tacking bee on
Tuesday to make puffs for their camps
at Bald Mountain.
Addie Wilbur returned from Phillips
on March 1st, where she has been visit
ing her sister, Mrs. Frees.
Constable Butler captured a disorder
ly subject last week, but finding the
lockup rather cold and cheerless, lodged
him on the couch in his own home, dis
missing him in tue morning with a good
breakfast and reprimand. At noon he
was reported again celebrating.
Mrs. Alva Sprague was given a sur
prise whist party on Friday afternoon.
The Rangeley orchestra has returned
to its old lines and its tone is as rich as
of yore.
The Rangeley Village corporation that
met at 9 o’ clock on Monday, March 4,
reported $452.80 in the treasury, the
hand tub and fixings in good condition.
Officers elected were as follows: Assess
ors, J. R. Toothaker, J. A. Russell and
j G. M. Esty; treasurer and clerk, E. I.
Heirick; fire wardens, J. A. Russell, M.
D. Tibbetts and D. E. Hey wood; chief
engineer, Frank Jacobs; assessors, J. A.
Russell, E I. Herrick and G. H. Snow
man. The sum of $125 was appropri
ated for street lighting.
At the town meeting on March 4, the
following town officers were elected:
Selectmen, H. A. Furbish, L. E. Bowley, Lincoln Ross; treasurer and clerk,
Harry Kimball; road supervisor, J. R.
Toothaker. Money raised for support
of schools, $1000; textbooks and school
supplies, $150; for repairs of schoolhouses, $350; for repairs of highways
and bridges, ,$1500; for fish hatchery,
$150.- The town also voted to assume
the responsibility of supporting a public
library and appropriated $50 for the
purpose. The town already has quite
an assortment of good books which
have from time to time been presented
by summer visitors and will be exten
sively read now that they are within
reach of the public. The highway tax
of F. S. Dickson was abated $25.
The K of P. debating club on Mon
day evening debated the question: Reso!ved, That Modern Inventions Are an
Injury to the Laboring Masses. D'. E.
Heywood and C. W. Barrett were on the
affirmative and C. L. Harnden and Rev.
S. Wakely on the negative.
The lead
ing feature of the evening was the mirth
created by Rev. Wakely in his reply to
D. E. Heywood, who attempted to cap
ture the house by recalling the old time
New England home, which he claimed
had been overthrown by modern inven
tions. The vote of the house was in the
negative.
W. D. Quimby is quite ill with la
grippe. Dr. Hilton attended him on
Monday.
Mrs. S. Wakely is on the sick list.
Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Proctor attended
the graduating exercises at Weld last
week.
Mrs. E. Greenwood of Phillips, vis
ited her sister, Mrs. J . A. Russell, re
cently.

“ May School Memorial.”
This little book spoken of in our late
issue, is published by D. H. Knowlton
& C o1, Farmington, and can be pro
cured of them, for a quarter.
It is a pleasant memorial of the
school which was in the county, for
twenty-five years, and will be appreci
ated by pupils and friends.
It was published soon after the reunion
in Farmington, last summer, and con
tains the poems given by Miss May on
that occasion, also a sketch of the
school by Mrs. Varney, a former pupil,
and a beautiful account of the life of
Miss Sara May, by another pupil, Miss
Carrie W. Titcomb. It contains, also,
a list of the graduates of the school in
Strong and Farmington, and photo
graphs of the teachers. By request, we
give the names of those graduates who
were inadvertently omitted from the
book as follows: Class of 85, Charles
S. Porter; class of 87, Emmie Augusta
Stubbs, Owen E. Hardy, Gould Alexan
der Portei-, William True Kempton;
class of 89, Edith Edwards (Hayes.)

WOOOS,
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Fire Association of Philadelphia. ! Don’t Go Cold

FROM MAJOR D IL L .
Grain and Pasture Land Looking
Fine.

ASSETS, DEC. 31, 1900.
, $ 497,332 37
Real estate,
1,506,810 89
Mortgage loans,
85,140 61
Collateral loans,
3,072,426 00
Stocks and bonds,
256,185 49
Cash in office and bank,
65,227 61
Interest and rents,
/
671,909 89
Uncollected premiums,
22,596 86
Ail other assets,

COLD
CURE

S o q u e l , C a l ., Feb. 2, 1901.

To The Editor of the Maine Woods'.
We are having much rain and more
cold nights and frosts than at any sea
son since I have been here. Yet much
land has been plowed and grain and pas
tures are looking finely.
We do not raise so many oranges as
Captain Robinson mentions where lie is
staying; yet we raise many ship loads of
apples and pears and send away.
Be
sides these |ve raise many cherries,
peaches, prunes, plums and straw
berries and corn and grain and other
field crops. Where the Captain is, once
in three or four years the drought de
stroys these crops.
If the Captain does not get well he
will return to Maine as he proposes and
let himself out for a scarecrow.
That
bird is seldom seen here.
I am in poor health, but have a good
home with first-rate care. Yet I would
advise people in Maine who may think
of coming here to visit this state before
selling out at home and moving here.
S. D i l l .
[When a man past 93 years old wants
to joke old friends he ought to have the
opportunity we give him.—E d ]

Nearly everybody seems to be taking Prof. Munyon’s < old < lire whenever a cold appears. It
relieves the head, nose, throat and lungs so quickly
that a cold need no longer be a forerunner of grippe,
diphtheria or pneumonia. A vial of the Cold Cure
is like a life insurance policy. Every one of his
remedies is as sure. Mostly 25c. vial. Guide to
Health free. Munyon. New York and Philadelphia.
MUNYON’ S INHALER CUBES CATa RUH.
r

Freeman Taxpayers.
Citizens of Freeman whose tax for
1900 was over $25.
Allen, B B Est
Allen, C W
Blackwell, CN
Burbank, J M
Brackley, Orren
Brackley, S F
Bradbury, T S
Blanchard, Ira
Brackley, Lewis
Carviile, H E
Carvllle, J B
Coock, Edgar
Dodge. Benj
Dyar, R A
Durrell, Mrs H P
Do!bier, C & C ---------- Dolbier, Hiram,
EustiS, Gilbert
Farmer, O M
Huff, S L
Huff, C W
Hackett, Mrs HA
Kilkeni:ey, John
K rapp, C L
Lancler M V
Mayo, Ä W
Niles, Amsa Est
Nfies, S M
Oliver, J W
Oliver, Charles
Peabody, N N
Pennell, T Q
Pinkham, T M
Page. G A
Richards J W
Richards, C E
Record, Oscar
Sedgeley, VV F
Stevens. C L
Tash, G W
Weymouth. U G
Walker, O P
Will, O V
Winter, Q S F
Whitney, Mrs Julia

A Good Word For the ‘ History
of Phillips.”
G r e e n i .e a f , K a s ., Feb. 12, 1901.

Rev. J. E. C la n cy:
M y D e a r S i r —Y ou rs o f Jan. 8, received. Thanks. I wish to congratu
late you in the interest you are taking
in writing up the history of Phillips.
We “ boys,” who left our dear homes
and friends in Phillips forty-five years
ago, will only be too glad to read of the
interesting reminiscences and history it
will contain, and I have remitted to
Miss C. T. Crosby, 50 cents, for one of
paper cover when ready.
I have two dear sisters, now living in
Phillips village, from whom you an
gain much valuable information of the
early building up of the village. They
are Mrs. N. B. Beal’ s mother, Mrs. Mary
Robbins, and Mrs. Albert Pease, mother
of Capt. Chas. Pease, also Mrs. Lovina
Harden, Joseph Hinkley of Madrid,
Major Dill of California.
I left Phillips forty-five years ago in
company with one of your present citi
zens, James F. Toothaker, for Natick,
Mass. In September, James went back
to Phillips and I bought a ticket for
Chicago, 111. I settled sixty miles west
of Chicago, lived there twenty-three
years, sold out and moved to Kansas,
my present home, where I am enjoying
the fruits of hard labor.
My kind re
gards to Jim when you meet him.

Fairbanks.

The weather has been very severe
here for some days past, the thermome
ter registering from 7 to 20 degrees be
low zero.
Hens that lay eggs and lay them (and
a good lot of them) when they are the
highest are the right kinds of hens to
have. Mrs. Wilder Pratt has a Ply
mouth Rock pullet of last spring’s
hatching that started some time in De
cember to lay and did not stop until she
had layed 50 eggs, then thinking she
|needed a rest she stopped for a week
W . C. H u n t o o n .
then went at it again; by all appearances
she intends to lay 50 more. I tell you,
A Synopsis o f the Ninth Chapter, that’ s the kind of hens to have.

Machine Work

Maine an important arc in the stupen
dous wheel of the American republic.
Of all kinds done at
A nation’s safety lies in men not acres.
But New England fields, hills, woods
and streams are potential factors in W . S. Dolbier’s Kingfield.
molding character.
Maine rich in
R . D . SIM O N S, M. D .,
mountains, woods, streams and lakes.
Physician and Surgeon.
Picturesque village of Phillips in north
KINGFIELD,
ern Franklin, fortunate in nature’ s lav
Telephone.
MAINE.
ish distribution of her wealth.
The
streams and ponds in and around Phil
lips, the native haunts of the high spir
Successors to W. B. SMALL.
ited lusty trout and salmon.
A little
D ealers in
advice to predestined anglers.
A fish
story.
The Scotchman’s wit.
The
greatest fishing pond in northern Maine.
Exciting sport. Opportunities for hunt
ing game. Facilities of reaching Phil
Kingfield
.
M aine.
lips and the Rangeleys.
Panoramic
view of Sandy River valley.
Narrow
gauge railroads of Sandy River valley. I A N e w L in e of . . .
Their commercial value to the inhabi
tants. Phillips about halfway to a sum
C A N D Y
mer fashionable resort unsurpassed in
natural beauty. Relation of the Sandy j
. . . J u s t Received.
river lumbering interest and great in-1
flux of summer travel to the Sandy E. C. S T A N L E Y , Ki n g fi e ld .
River and Phillips & Rangeley rail- |
roads. Hotels of Phillips. Their eleva
tion, cuisine, comfort, moderate t^rms Jewelry W ork
and proprietors. Places and objects of
o f all kinds done by an experienced work
interest in and about Phillips.
A true
man formerly watchmaker for J. W. Perry
o f Lewiston. All work guaranteed forone
indication of the wholesomeness of the
year. Prices low.
human mind. The philosopher’ s reso
lutions.
C.
j*
G. F . L O W E L I , j i

H. C. B E N S O N ,

Fresh Meats, Canned Goods, Pickled
Fish &c.

Post Office Block, -

Mrs. W. W. Dexter had a large tumor !
taken from her side five or six weeks
ago and was quite low for awhile, but
for three weeks past has been on the
gain and is now able to sit up a part of |
the time. Mrs. Dexter is an estimable
lady and her many friends are happy to
learn that she is nearly out of danger.
The Jenkins, Bogart Co. have started
their birch mill at this place. They
have about 1000 cords of white birch.
Among those who work in the mill from
this vicinity are: Isaac Knapp, Llewellyn
Gould, J.yM. Nutting, Horace Parker,
Charles Norton, Alton Durrell, Sylvester
Chapman, Alton Blake, Bernard Dexter
and the cook, J. T. Safford. Mr. Safford is a fine cook and as the company
are good providers they have a table
loaded with good stuff.
Miss Lettice B. Albee has just closed
a pleasant and profitable term in the
High school at this place and is now
teaching the High school at North New
Portland.
L iv e Y a n k e e .

East North Farmington.
Miss Lena Vehue is at home for a few
days.
Lila, the little daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. H. J. Mosher, is quite ill.
Dr.
Hitchcock attends her.
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Furbush visited
friends in Freeman recently.
John Vehue.has returned from the
hospital at Lewiston, where he has been
for treatment.
Leonard Luce is on the sick list.

Total,
Cash capital,
Surplus over all liabilities,

$4,747 848 18
500,600 00
885,249 17

Total liabilities and surplus,

$6,133,"97 35

George M. Cu r r ie r , A g t , Farmington, M«-.

Lloyds Plate Glass Insurance Co

- Kingfield, Haine.

Ladies9
Storm
Skirts
At a great bargain for

Admitted Assets,

$1,855,356 53

Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,

$111,611 56
936,022 80
, 75 1 00

Total,
Cash Capital,
Surplus over alt liabilities,

$1,048,384 36
584,070 00
222,902 17

Total liabilities and surplus,

house.

One man said that he

warmed his whole house all win
ter with one cord o f wood and
didn’t have to take up any ashes.
W ill make special low prices on
all heating stoves.

Phillips

Hardware

Co.

SAP BU CK ETS.
As the season for Sap Buck
ets is drawing near call and
get my prices before buying
elsewhere. I can save you
money.

E. C . L U F K I N ,
U p p e r Village,
Phillips,
.
Maine.

Niagara Fire Insurance Co.,
OF NEAV YORK.

Harold Herrick, President; Geo. H oavo,
Vice President; Geo. W Dewey, Secretary.
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1900.
Mortgage loans,
Stocks and bond«,
Cash in office and bank,
Agents’ balances,
Interest and rents,

$ 311.375 00
2,240,200 00
67,502 75
270,139 43
10,172 88

Gross assets,
$2,899,390 06
Admitted assets,
$2,899,390 06
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1900.
Net unpaid losses,
$ 172,828 69
Unearned premiums,
1,364,147 26
All other liabilities,
60.578 90
Total,
Cash capital,
Surplus over all liabilities,

S. J . W Y M A N ,
-

Maine.

A T

Edgar R. Toothaker’s,
Phillips,

Maine.

N O T IC E .
Dr. J . R . Ki ttr id ge , D en ti s t ,
of F a r m i n g t o n , M a i n e .
WILL BE AT
Hotel Franklin, Strong, Jan. 3, 1901.
Sam Parsons’s, Dead River, Jan. 4 p. m.
and 5 a. m.
Take House, Flagstaff, Jan. 6 and 7.
Shaw House, Eustis, Jan. 8.
Blanchard Hotel, Stratton, Jan. 9 and 10.
0quo8soc House, Rangeley, Jan. 11, 12
and 13 a m.
I.ewis Reed’s, Reed’s Mill, Jan. 13 p. m.
Daniel Holt’s, Webb, Jan 22.
Dr. Proctor’s, Weld, Jan 23.
E C McLain’s. Berry Mills, Jan. 24 a. m.
Magalloway, Jan. 25 to Feb. 5.
The rest of the time at his office, 64 Main
street, Farmington where he will be pleased
to see all in need of his services.
All
operatione pertaining to dentistry carefully
performed. Special attention given to pre
serving tlie natural teeth. Teeth extracted
without pain a specialty. Artificial work of
all kinds promptly and carefully done
Teeth extracted free when plates are made
All work warranted.
Satisfaction guar
anteed.
Entrance 64 Main St., next door to C E
Mftrr’ s drue store

$1,587,554 85
500,000 00
811,835 21

Total liabilities and surplus,
$2,899,390 06
Ha r r y F. Be e d y , Phillips, Agent.

The American Fire Insurance Co
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

ASSETS, DEC. 31, 1900.
Real estate,
$ 404,379 50
Mortgage loans,
936,475 55
Collateral loans,
3,800 00
Stocks and bonds,
807,710 25
Cash in office and bank,
148,408 80
Agents’ balances.
133,139 87
Interest and rents,
.'2,83.5
All other assets,
20,320 00
LIABILITIES, DEC. 31, 1900.
Net unpaid losses,
§ 126,103 01
Send your-Laundry to the FRANKLIN
Unearned premiums,
1,603,60554 STEAM
LAUNDRY, Farmington, Me.
All
work
guaranteed.
Total,
$1,729,70858
Cash capital,
500,00000 H E N R Y W . T R U E , A g e n t,P h illip s, Me
Surplus over all liabilities,
247,30042

--- —.___

•

Total liabilities and surplus,
A lonzo Sy l v e s t e r , Agent,

$2,477,069 00

Farmington,¡Me.

In The Near

Manchester
Assurance Company.
OF MANCHESTER, ENGLAND.

Future.

ASSETS DEC. 31, 1900.
Real estate ,
$
3,312 14
Stocks and bonds,
1,400,880 00
Cash in office and bank,
157,102 20
Bills Receivable
602 43
Interest and rents,
5,054 17
Uncollected premiums,
223,318 82
All other assets,
4,293 85

I shall be in your town with my

*

Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted

$1,794,563 61
448 50

Admitted assets,

$1,794,115 11

1901

spring

woolens.

and

summer

line

ot

The largest and best as

sortment I have ever had at the same
low prices.

A ll work guaranteed.

D on’t place your order till you have
looked me over.

l i a b i l i t i e s ; d e c . 31, 1900.

Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,

S 174,570 68
1,035,248 25
32,602 73

Total
Surplus over all liabilities,

$ 1,242,421 66
551,693 45
$1,794,115 11

OF NEAV YORK.

I have recently added to
my large stock o f Jewelry and
Watches for both ladies and
gentlemen.
Ladies’ and gent’s rings,
charms, chains and small
ware.

COFFEE

$1,855,356 53

F. E. V o t e r , Agent,
Farmington, Me.

German American Insurance Co.,

-

That will heat your whole

LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1900.

Total liabilities and surplus,

the next ten days.

Kingfield,

Heating StGve for $5,

The Imperial Insurance Co., Ltd

A Horrible 0u< break

Lexington.

$6,133,097 35
Admitted assets,
LIABILITIES, DEC. 31, 1900.
$ 314,190 43
Net imuaid losses,
4,253,438 02
Unearned premiums,
180.211 73
All oilier liabilities.

$2925
4173
OF NEAV YORK.
6105
3693
7668 Incorporated in 1882. Amount at risk, $18,5655
6534327,591 39.
4<>';8
CASH ASSETS, DEC. 31, 1900.
3633
3594 Real estate owned by the com3864
$265,000 00
pany, unincumbered,
2655Stocks and bonds owned by the
6195
319,285 95
company, market value,
7434
3108Cash in company’s principal
86 91
21,328 10
office and in bank,
3144
4389Premiums in due course of col3912
60,734 85
lection,
3033
LIABILITIES, DEC. 31, 1900.
4503
5664
3270Net amount o f unpa’ d losses and
253,399 74
claims,
3912
4488 Reserved for reinsurance,
✓
232,967 02
4902Commissions and.other demands
3600
against the company,
43,955 50
4422
6765All liabilities, except capital
2568
stock and net surplus,
280.322 26
3444
250,001] 04
2754Capital paid up in cash,
2918Surplus beyond capital,
136,026 00
2674
3633
4476
3252
3513
OF LONDON,ENGLAND.
2781
2694
3201
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1900.
4467
2646Real estate.
$ 410,616 30
3465 Stocks and bonds,
1,054,148 54
2862Cash in office and bank,
84,361 79
7,650 82
Interest and rents,
Uncollected premiums,
166,656 72
131 922 36
All other assets,
\

“ Of large sores on my little daugh
ter’ s bead developed into a case of scald
head,” writes C. D. Isbill of Morganton,
Term., but Bucklen’s Arnica Salve com
pletely cured her.
It’s a guaranteed
cui’e for Eczema, Tetter, Salt Rheum,
Pimples, Sores, Ulcers and Piles. Only
25 cents at W. A. D. Cragin’s.

Popular History o f Phillips.

- $6,177,629 72
44,532 37

Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted,

W h e n you can buy a

FRED C. MOWER,
T A IL O R ,
R evere Block,

-

A ub urn , flaine

Monumental Work.
The Finest

ASSETS DEC. 31, 1900.
Real estate,
Mortgage loans,
Stocks and bonds,
Cash In office and bank,
Interest and rents,
U ncollected premiums,

-

$

Marble

15,000 00
13,000 00
7,701,467 00
360,404 35
173 00
470,952 37

Gross assets,

$8,560,996 72

Admitted assets,

$8,560,996 72

AND

Granite
Work

LIABILITIES DÉC. 31, 1900.
Not unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,
Total,
Cash capital,
Surplus over all liabilities,

from a marker to a heavy monument* given
$ 371,883 00 prompt and careful attention. Headstones
2,742.697 52 cleaned and reset and all cemetery work
178,704 50 done In a thorough manner. New Shop loca
ted near post office, Main St.
$3,293,285 02
1 , 000,000 00

4,267,711 70

Phillips flarble W orks,

Total liabilities and surplus,
$8,560,996 72
W . B.
Ha r r y F. B e e i »y , Agent,
Box 3 0 8 ,
t
Phillips, Me.

H O Y T , P r o p ’ r,
-

-

Phillips, M e.

M AINE

IN AND ABOUT STR ON G
Town Meeting Day Passed I 11 a
(Juiet Manner.
Sums of Money Appropriated For
Knsuing Year.
[Special correspondence to the Maine Woods]
S t k o n g , Mar. 5, 1901.

Monday forenoon at 10 o ’ clock the in
habitants of this town assembled in
Hell’s hall for the purpose of acting
upon the town warrant consisting of 29
articles. There was a good representa
tion of the town voters present and
everything passed off in a very quiet
manner. Just a little mirth was mani
just in for shirt waists and dresses^ fested over “ that maximum sum of
36 inches wide, all new designs,
$7000” for the new schoolhouse, but it
worth 12 cents, mv price 10 cents
was not carried to the extreme.
The
per yard. Large lot o f n w all over
meeting was opened by the town clerk,
laces for dress trimmings just in from
C. B. Richardson, and then followed the
N ew Y ork at 25-39-50-75-&1.00 to
$2.00 per yard, in black, white, choosing of moderator, the choice of
butter color and ecru. W hite and the meeting being Hon. W. L. Daggett.
ecru insertion o match at 20 and 25 The complete board of selectmen were
unanimously chosen as follows: James
cents per yard.
Lambert, 1st; W. H. Blethen, 2nd; W.
New Scotch gingham s, ro and 12
H. Allen, 3rd.
This board was also
cents per yard. N ew neckwear, new
chosen assessors and overseers of the
dip belts, etc. Send for samples of
poor. F. £. Howard was chosen a
black dress good s, 50, 75 and $1.00
member of the superintending school
per yard. N ew white appliques for
committee;
C. B. Richardson, town
dress tiimm ings.
clerk; Wm. K. Howes and R. S. John
A ’ l mail orders promptly attended
son, constables; Lincoln Worthley, load
to. Send to me for samples.
commissioner. Mr. Charles W. Shaw,
the efficient clerk at C. Y. Starbird’s
store, was chosen superintendent of
schools. The collection of taxes was
12 B r o a d w a y ,
put up and sold to the lowest bidder,
Mr Wm. K. Howes bidding them off
Farmington,
Maine. for .017.
The following sums of money wore
raised for the ensuing year: For the
support of schools, $600; for Free High
school, $2000; for interest on school
lund, $83; for defraying town charges,
Estale o f SYLVANCS DUNHAM. $450; to pay outstanding indebtedness,
$535; to pay interest on outstanding
RANKLIN, 8S: At, HCourt of Probate holtlen at Farmington, « ltliln and for the notes and bonds, $270; for the repair of
County of Franklin, on the third Tuesday of roads and bridges, $1000, $500 to be
February, A. D „ 1901.
spent during the summer seas m and
William L. Dunham, administrator of the $500 to be paid out during the winter;
estate o f Sylvan us Dunham, late of Madrid,
In said county, deceased, having presented lor observance of Memorial day, $25;
his second account of administration of the for the collection ot taxes, $80; for the
estate <:f said deceased for allow ance:
abatement of taxes, $160; to pay town
Or d e r e d , That said administrator give no- |officers’ bills, $457; for unappropriated
tlce to all persons Interested, by causing this !
order to be published three weeks succes money that lias been expended on the
sively in the M nine W oods , published ' new school building, $600; lor desks for
at Phillips, that they may appear at a 1the new school building, $100; to ce
Probate Court to be held at Farmington, in !
said county, on the third Tuesday o f February j ment cellar of the new schoolhouse, $125.
next, at ten o f the clock in the forenoon, j This money to be pad out under theand show cause, if any they have, why the ! directions of the selectmen.
For grad
same should not be allowed.
ing the new schoolhouse lot, $50.
To
J. H. THOMPSON, Judge.
be expended by the senior member of
\¡Attest, F r a n k W. Buti eh . Register.
the building committee, Hon. Wm
Dyer. For textbooks and school sup
Estate of MAUD B. H A N G E R .
plies, $75.
r a n k l i n , s s . At a court o f Probate holden {
The article to see what action the
at Farmington, within and for the County ;
o f Franklin, on the third Tuesday of F tb 'u - town will take as to fencing the new
schoolhouse lot was passed. The arti
ary, A. D., 1901.
William H. Haines, guardian of Maud B. |cle to see if the town will vote to sell
Ranger, minor child and heir of W illie F. the B. P. Walker farm was left in the
Ranger, late o f Weld, in said county, deThe article
ceased, having presented his first account o f |hands of the selectmen.
guardianship or the estate o f said ward for j asking for the abatement of Mr. J. L.
allow ance:
Valuer’s tax was granted.
The town
O r d e r e d , That said guardian give no- i voted to accept the list of jurors as pre
tice to all persons interested, by causing a j
copy of this order to be published three weeks pared by the selectmen, also to make a
successively in the M v in e W o o d s , pub discount of 3 per cent to all those pay
lished at Phillips, that they may appear ing their taxes o q or before November
at a Probate court to be held at Farmington, I
The matter as to supplying
in said county, on the third Tuesday o f Feb 1, 1901.
ruary next, at ten o f the clock In the fore- j water for the schoolhouse was left in
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why [ the hands of the superintendent.
the same should not be allowed.

NEW PERCALES

Arbo C. Norton,

le ga l Notices.

F

F

j

J H.; THOMPSON, Judge,
Attest, F r a n k W. Bu t l e r , Register.

Socially Strong is coming to the front.
Last Friday evening occurred a very en
C. W . B E L L . M . D
joyable assembly at Bell’s hail, under
tbe management of the Misses Taylor
Physician and Surgeon.
and Thompson, two well-known young
(Office at residence o f J. H. Bell.)
ladies of this town. The grand prome
nade was on promptly at 8 o’ clock and a
STRONG,
.
MAINE,
long order of dances was gone through
Telephone connection
before departing from the hall. Dyer’s
orchestra furnished music.
The floor
was under the charge of Messrs. Dick
f Cheap P rices in F a ll and W in te r f Johnson and Percy Mason.
To those
|
S t y l e s of
| who did not care for the dance whist
was always in order and these tables
furnished their share of pleasure during
the evening.
Those present were:
Misses Maude Porter, Mattie Bell,
Leona Fogg, Freda Fogg, Nellie Allen,
Kittie
Winslow, Blanche Presson,
Emma Allen, Cora Allen, Clare Knowlton, Mis. David Porter, Mrs. Emma
Hodgman, Dr. and Mrs. Bell, Mr. and
i
D rug S to r e ,
i Mrs. Winthrop Guild, Mr. and Mrs. H.
J. Bates, Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Daggett,
S tro n g ,
fla in e .
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. B McKeen, Mr. and
Mrs. Chas. Luce, Mr. and Mrs. Win
throp Yining, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer R.
Keniston, Earle Carr, Forest Collins, J.
THIS IS PRIVATE.
L. Nichols, George Bangs,
Alton
Have you heard o f the great offer Tucker, Arthur Tucker, Willie Mace,
Chas. Skillings, Roy Atkinson, Ernest
made by the M a i n e W oods to the Taylor, Frank Smith, Marshall Moore,
lucky woman w ho secures the great Diah Sweet, Bert Pratt, John Norton,
est number o f votes ?
A splendid Leslie Vining, H. E. Graff am, Bert Ken
Quaker Range is to be given away. nedy, Lawrence Wilson, Percy Mason.
Miss Helen Richardson, who has been
Let every woman enter the contest.
A ll who reside in Phillips or Avon sick with tonsilitis is convalescent now.
Mr. John Gilkey was in Farmington
have an equal chance. It is only a
on business the first of the week.
question o f the most work and the (
Miss Nellie Allen has been on the
prize is well worth w orking for.
sick list recently.
DO NOT READ
The Epworth League held a business
meetiug at the M. E., church last Mon
day evening,
The Rachel Helpers will hold a socia
ble and supper next Saturday evening
in Bell’s and Bates hall.
Mrs. John Tirrell is sick with the
grip.
A ll ye that are weak
Miss Margaret Mills visited Mrs. Hig
gins in Livermore Falls recently.
A nd wish to be strong,
There was a moving picture b Ii o w in
Take Ripans T abu les;
Bell’ s hall last Tuesday evening. The
They w ill make you live long. attendance was small.
The Ladies’ Aid of the M. E. church
furnished a dinner to the voters on town
meeting day in Bates hall. About $7
was realized.
Quite a number attended the lecture
|by Lyman Abbott D. D., at Farmington
ARE YOU GETTING READY last Monday evening.
Alex. Crosby has moved his fam
FOR ADVERTISING YOUR ilyMr.
to Farmington.
HOTEL OR SPORTING
Mr. Phillip D. Stubbs is in Boston
this week.
CAMP?
Mr. Orren Clark, who has for the past
W e make a specialty of printing
eight years b».en in the jewelry store
hotel literature such as, descriptive of E. G. Blake at Farmington has fin
ished his engagement there and returned
booklets, folders, cards etc.
to his home in South Strong.
Shall we send you samples and
Miss Mae Walker is sick with the grip.

r -------------------------------- T

J Wall Paper

J

Curtains !

|

C. L. DYERS

j

|

j

io for 5 Cents.

At Drug Stores.

prices o f our work? W e can save
you money.
J . W . Brackett,
Pub’r M a i n e W o o d s .
Phillips, Maine.

North Franklin Pomona Grange, No
22, met with Aurora Grange No 202 of
Strong, Thursday, Feb. 28, and held an
all day meeting and notwithstanding
the severe cold of the morning there

WOODS,

was a good number present, many comtug twelve to fifteen mileH. This is a
new Pomona of one year’s growth; or
ganized Feb 28, 1900, with 65 members.
Feb. 28, 1901, it had a niembeiship of
125 good, hustling members, who mean
business. The lorenoon session was
called to order at 10.30 by Worthy Mas
ter Chas. E. Berry of Phillips. Then
followed the reading? of the lecordot
the previous meeting. The remainder
of the forenoon was taken up in intro
ducing five new members in the myste
ries of the fifth degree and the regular
business which generally comes before
the meeting Then came one of those
famous picnic dinners Resuming after
the noon recess the worthy master
opened the meeting and the fourth de
gree was conferred upon a few members
of the order. During the afternoon the
following program was carried out in a
very efficient manner:
Reading,
Reading,
Recitation,
Declamation,
Song,
Remarks by
'C E Berry.
Song.

Mrs S D McKennèy.
W S Daggett.
Mrs Mary Harlow.
Mr Benj Powers.
S D McKenney.
Oscar Sweet, Lee Daggett,
. Benj C Powers.

At a late hour in the afternoon the
meeting was adjourned until March 28i>
then to meet with Sandy River grange
o f Madrid
E .J .G il k l y .
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AND FANCY" GOODS.

7
D R Y A N D F A N C Y G O O D S.

Children’s

S

A

L

E

Winter Coats,

- « .

Ladies’ Golf

At this season ot the year it has invariably been
our custom to sell at, greatly reduced prices all
remnant dress goods and broken lots of boots and
shoes, and by a glance at the following quotations
y ou will observe our obedience to the custom.
75c Dress Goods marked to
50c “
“
“
“
25c “
“
“
“
$2.00 Flannel Waists marked to
62.00 Black Satine Waists
$2.00 Black Mercerized Silk Waists
1 lot o f Ladies’ $3 Newcomb Boots
1 lot o f Men’s $3 5 ° leather lined calf shoes

Capes,
D r e s s i n g Sacks all col ors ,
9 8 c ent s.

39c
39c
13c
$ i.^ o
1.50
1.50
1.50
2*50

MISS BANA BEAL,
Phillips, M a i n e .
BUSINESS

PHYSICIAN and SURGEON, Ptillips. Me
OFFICE HOURS, 1 to 2, and 7 to 8, P M.

Office at residence.

Night Was Her Terror.

Flagstaff.
Mr. Warren Wing and A. B. Douglass,
are in New Fork, this week attending
the Sportsmen’ s exposition.
Mr. Ray Viles is at Langtown, on
business.
Mr. Eugene Jenkins of Kingfield was
in town list week, looking after the
mill business.
Mr. Charles It ind, superintendent of
the steam mill, went to Kingfield Fri
day, and returned Sunday with some
repairs for the mill.
Mr. and Mrs. Sumner Savage of Strat
ton, spent several days in town last
week, visiting relatives.
Mr. Cliff Wing and Mr. John Carville,
are ia New York attending the Sports
men’ s show and have on exhibition, a
log cabin, in the interest of Wing’s
cabins, and Spring lake, at Flagstaff.
Mr. Percy Fetter is ill with grip.
Dr. Brimigion was called to attend him
Saturday evening.
Regular meeting of Mt. Bigelow lodge
of Masons, March 9. The district depu
ty is expected to be present.
Mr. Cole, representing the Drake
Hardware Co., of New York, has been
in town selling the Empire State steel
range. He sold one to Mrs. Sarah
Wright, and one to S. C. Durrell.
Miss Olena Viles returned home from
Farmington Normal school Friday
night to spend her two weeks’ vacation.
Saturday night dances are in order
now.
They are well attended, and
good music furnished.
There was a runaway Thursday. Mr.
Charles Sampson’ s horse was hitched at
Lincoln’s store, and becoming fright
ened slipped the bridle over his head
and ran down street. He was stopped
by Maurice Cox, and no damage done
to sleigh or horse.
There has been a crow in the vicinity
of Flagstaff all winter.

Boot, Shoe and Rubber Repairing Done Promptly.

Dear Sir: You are a dentist—you
know a good job, outside a mouth as
well as inside.
Perhaps your house needs painting.
Devoe lead and zinc is your paint. Sold
under this guarantee:
“ If you have any fault to find with
this paint, either now in putting it on,
or hereafter in the wear, tell your dealer
about it.
_“ We authorize him to do what is
right at our expense.”
And we are responsible: business es
tablished 146 years ago without a break
-th e largest paint-manuiacturer in the
United States.
Yours truly,
F. W. D e v o e & Co.
P. S. W. A. D. Cragin sells our paint
in your section.
62

Telephone connections

DR. H. H. T U K E Y ,
Su rgeo n Dentist.
Office No, 2 Bates Block, Phillips Haine.
Best of work for lowest prices. All work
warranted. Twenty years experience in
Portland.

New. New. New,

F. E. TIMBERLAKE.

N. p . NOBLE.

TIM BERLAKE & NOBLE,

A fine line o f summer wrappers, just received, $ . 7 9 to $2.00. Tw o
piece percale suits, something new, $1.50 to $2.25.
ATTORNEYS,
Office, Beal Block,
A new line of infants’ clothing o f all kinds, 29cts up. Summer line
Phillips, Me
of cotton underwear just in. New silk waists for the 4th o f March Myall. General Law Practice and Fire Insurance.
Collections
will
receive
prompt
attention.
New spike belts and ties.
Call and see us and remember we give free with every $25 worth of
H A R R Y F. B E E D Y ,
goods a water colored portrait.
Agent for the leading

Fire In s u r a n c e C o m p a n i e s

L U N T , B U R B A N K & CO.,
31 B r o a d w a y ,

-

PHILLIPS,

Fa rm in gton, Maine.

.

.

.

HAINE.

J a m e s B. Steve nso n,
GXEENWOOD BLOCK, FARMINGTON, ME.,

Byron.

B L A C K S M I T H I N G .

GALL ON ME.

G E. RIDEOUT, Blacksmith,

Iron and Wood Work.

mucous surfaces of the system, thereby des
troying the foundation of the disease and
giving the patient strength by building up
East Madrid.
the constitution and assisting nature in doing
The Ladies’ circle will meet Thurs its work. The proprietors have so much faith
its curative powers that they offer One
day, March 7, with Mrs. Clark McKeen- in
Hundred Dollars for any case that it fal tols
Mrs. Orren McKeen is caring for Mrs. cure. Send for list o f lestimonials
Address F. J. CHENEY & Co., Toledo, O.
M. H. Davenport.
jgg^Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Hall’s Family Pills are the best.
Fern, the little daughter of Mr. and

Phillips, Maine.

L. TOOTHAKER. M, D.

Office at residence.

T. R. WING,

Letter to J. H. Rollin,

C.

Telephone connection.

Physician & Surgeon, Phillips, Me.

G. B. S E D G É L E Y .

Quite a number are sick with the
grip.
Guy Herrick returned from Portland
sick with grip hut is better now.
His
wife is also very sick and is attended by
I am headquarters for blacksmith
Dr. Twitchell of A ldover.
Our highways are getting quite pass and carriage supplies o f all kinds.
able again.
The best of work done promptly.
Dr. Stephen Taylor is on the road do
Large amount o f iron on hand from
ing dentistry work this week.
(Jy Burnham has gone to Ruruford i to 3 inches wide which I am sell
ing cheap.
Falls to work in the paper mill.
Henry Roberts, who has been sawing
birch for E. G. Knapp the past two
months, has gone to his home in Rumford.
PHILLIPS,
M AINE.
Mrs. Nettie Swett has gone to the
hospital at Lewiston to have an opera
tion performed on her arm.
It is
feared she will lose the use of it.
Walter Easter is hauling poplar with
two teams to the railroad near the old
I am now prepared to do all kinds
townhouse. He will get through haul o f carriage, iron and wood work and
ing about the middle of March.
painting.
All kinds of hard wood
Town meeting in Byron was held lumber, and all kinds o f repairs
March 4. The following officers were j kept on hand. Heavy farm wagons
elected: Moderator, J. E. Shaw; clerk, built to order.
Horseshoeing and
H. H. Richards; selectmen, H. H.
Richards, A. S. Young, E. E Knapp; job work a specialty.
treasurer, John Houghton; collector,
Grip Treatment.
F. D. Abbott; S. S. committee, G. T.
Grip can be broken np in from one to Hodsdon, J. A. Pressey, A. S. Young;
three days by tbe prompt use of Downs’ road commissioners, G. T. Hodsdon, Phillips,
- - M a n ie .
Elixir. It has done it. It will do it. O. W. Pressey. Total appropriations,
$2, 100.00.
Try it before pneumonia or consumption
sets in. After grip, Baxters Mandrake
Bitters are nature’ s remedy for expel
$100 Reward $100.
ling all grip poisons from the blood, reg
The readers of this paper w ill be pleased to
ulating the bowels, strengthening the learn that there is at least one dreaded dis
ease that science has been able to cure in all
nerves and imparting vigor to the its stages and that is Catarrh. Hall’s Catarrli
Cure
is the only positive cure known to the
system.
medical fraternity. Catarrh being a consti
All druggists guarantee them to do as tutional disease, requires a constitutional
I have added to my stock o f
treatment. Hall’s Catarrh Cure is tax en in
recommended, or money refunded.
ternally, acting directly upon the blood and

Mrs. Geo. Gould, is still quite poorly.
A feeling of sadness has been cast
over this place by the death of Rev. E.
V. Wheeler, who passed away last Fri
day night. He will be greatly missed.
Miss Ella Hathaway is at home for a
much needed rest.
J. H. Welts is doing a rushing busi
ness hauling birch to the station.
N.
D. Wing is also doing quite a business
getting out white birch.
Mr. Dennison is again at work on his
sawmill getting it ready for business.
Three of our enterprising farmers
have Unites States cream separators,
Solon Mecham, Orren McKeen and J.
H. Welts.
H.

CARDS.

E. B. CURRIEft, M. D.

Ja c k e t s and F u r Scarfs at Half Price.
“ I wou’d cough nearly all night
long,” writes Mrs. Chas. Applegate of
Alexandria, Ind., “ and could’ hardly get
auy sleep. 1 had consumption so bad
that if I walked a block I wou’ d cough
frightfully and spit blood, but when all
other medicines failed, three $1 00 bot
tles of Dr King’s New Discovery wholly
cured me and 1 gained 58 pounds.” It’s
absolutely guaranteed to cure Coughs,
Cold-, La Grippe, Bronchitis and all
Throat and Lung Troubles.
Price 50c
and $1.00. Trial bottles free at W. A.
D. Cragin’s drug store.

Ladies’ , Hisses’ and

Franklin County Heal Estate.
The following are the latest real es
tate transfers as recorded in the Frank
lin County Registry of Deeds:
Rangeley—David E Hinkley to Richard A
Welch, land $50 (quit.)
Phillips—Eunice A Doyen to Jesse R Doyen
farm, $1200 (war.)
New Sharon—Nathaniel Harding to Robert
Y Swift one-half store and land, $1 val con
(quit.)
Farmington—Edward R Sweet of Quincy,
111., to E S Dingley, store lot $1 (quit-) Ed C
Clark et al to James Russell land and build
ings $1 and val con (war.) James Russell to
Nettie L Heath land and buildings $1 and val
con (war.)
Farmington—Ellen L Pinkham and Lucia A
Sweet of Quincy, 111., and Julia B King to
Mrs. Annie L Dingley land and buildings $1
and val con (war.) Herman Heatli to Ger
trude I Metcalf premises $1 and val con (war.)
Susan H Sewall to John A Jones land $12
(quit.) Albert F Gammon to Everett S Clark
* land $1 and val con (quit.) O P Whittier to
Edward C Clark land $1 and val con (quit.)
Weld—Clarence E Foster of Buckfield and
Lucien W Foster of Paris to Geo B Bearce
and C C Wilson both of Auburn, large lot of
land $1 and val con (war.)
Avon—Geo P Gardiner of Jay to Oscar L
Ranger of Temple, 4 land $1 (war.)
Wilton—Cyrus N Blanchard to Chas R
Ranger, land and buildings $500 (war.)
Wilson Grange No 321 to Clarence E Brown,
land $100 (quit.)
Cliesterville—Harry B Hilton of Madison
and Helena A Hilton of Anson to Stephen A
Nye and Frank B Purington both o f Fairfield
* premises $1266.66 (war.) Valorus White of
Jay et al to Edward Clough, land and build
ing $050 (quit.)
Temple—Walter D Guild to J Clinton Met
calf o f Farmington, land $1 and val con (war)
J H Crowell of Farmington to Wm F Savage
o f Farmington, farm $1 and val con (war.)
Jay—Annie Beson to Helen M Sewall of E
Livermore, land and buildings $1 and val con
(war.)

ATTORNEY

AND

COUNSELOR

AT

LAW .

B. E M E R Y P R A T T ,
A tto rn e y at L a w andSolicitor in E q u ity
Practices in state and U. S. courts. Will
gives personal attention to cases in supreme
judicial, superior, probate, or municipal
courts in Franklin, Oxford and Androscoggin
counties, and to any bankruptcy cases.
Dtrigo Telephone.
Livermore Falls, Maine.

S P E C I A L

N O T I C E S .

8. L . Savage,
Carriage work and wood work ot every
description done in a workmanlike manner
Lower floor connecting with Rideout's new
blacksmith shop

FIRE

A re you a business man?

Are you a house
holder? Are you afraid o f fire? Your anxety will be relieved if you carry Are insur
ance in The Home, Aetna, German-American
Dr Niagara Fire Insurance companies.

H A R R Y F. B E E D Y , A gen t,
Phillips, dain e

For Sale.
I want to sell my house near Toothaker
park and will make price low.
W m . Sh e p a r d .

When In Need of
Choice Fancy

Wall Paper

Groceries, Flour,

and Curtains.

Grain, Feed,
and Crockery,

wall paper many beautiful de

signs.

The

prices

are about

one-half what they

were

last

year.

Call on

the old, reliable

firm,

1 have also a large stock o f
curtains at a low price.

Fremont Scamman,
Phil lip s, M a i n e .

SANDY
R IV ER
CREAM ERY

U Can Make Money

S. G. HALEY,
Phillips,

-

-

Maine.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

THIS WAT. Many people are making
money by our prescriptions. They are mak
ing a good day’s pay selling alter their regu
lar day’s work is done.
Sell among your neighbors and friends.
Buy a prescription o f us, make the medicine
ana sell it.
We have prescriptions for cure of Rheuma

tism, Gonorrhea, Asthma, Warts, Soreness
and Lameness, etc. All have been tried and

are sold on the market—they are the cream
prescriptions of m edical science.
Safe,
quick to cure and reliable. Send $1 for any
one prescription. Make the medicine your
self. Be your own and your neighbors’ doc
tor. Full directions with every prescription.

Send to.

Puritan Medical Co.,
Box 9 7 ,

-

-

Lew isto n , M e.

Facinators
and
Mittens,

Ladies’ and Children’ s

Underwearand

Hnsierv

At Great Reduced Rates
Wife Wanted.
I am 65 years old, own a good farm and a
good stock o f cattle and horses, good build
ings on farm, myself and son in family.
Address A. B em is , Stratton, Me.

Timberlake & Smith,
N O . 6, B E A L B L O C K .
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—Mrs. Carrie Ellsworth of Rangeloy,
Mrs. Herbert H rne is on the sick
is visiting in town.
list.
—Miss Josephine Whitney was in
—D. F. Field was in Farmington
Farmington Monday.
Tuesday.
—Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Shepard have
—Miss Bana Beal was in Lewiston
both been ill the past week.
last week.
—Leon Timberlake returned to Au
— Miss Mabel Hunter is visiting at
gusta with his father this week.
Fairbanks.
—Mrs. John Hodgman of Kingiield,
— Mr. Edgar Toothaker is sick with
visited Miss Susan Cushman last week.
the mumps.
—Mrs. J. H. Rollin has been in Fal
—Miss Jessie Toothaker was in Farm
mouth several weeks caring for her par
ington Saturday.
ents.
—Mr. Bert Haley visited in Farming—Mrs U. S. Jacobs of Rangeley, vis
ited friends in town a few days last ton over Sunday.
—Albert McMullen of Kingiield was
week.
—Mrs. C. H. Pease has been having a in town Tuesday.
— Mr. E. Greenwood was in Portland
severe attack of the grip but is slowly
the first of the week.
gaining.
—W. H. Harrison of Redington was in
—Miss Ethel Withee of Farmington,
visited her aunt, Mrs. Elgin Sweetser, town last Thursday.
—George L. Smith of Augusta was a
this week.
—Miss Genevieve Harnden went to caller in town last week.
Rangeley last Saturday to spend the va
— B. B. Harvey of Strong was in town
cation with her father, Mr. Chas. Ham on business Tuesday.
den.
—D, F. Field has accepted a position
—Mr. F. B. Davenport has been in in the Phillips National bank.
Boston the past week attending the
—F. H. Kempton of Rangeley made a
meeting of the grand lodge of the business trip here last week.
A . O. U. W.
—Mr. Chas. Cushman spent Sunday
— Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Toothaker with friends in Rangeley.
of Auburn, who have both beeu very ill
—Mr. Almond Berry of Rangeley has
with the grip, are recovering we are
been visiting in town this week.
very glad to learn.
— Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Proctor of
—Members of the degree team of
Hope Rebekah lodge are requested to be Rangeley were in town last week.
—Mr. Bert Millett has been braking
present at the regular meeting, this
on the Sandy River freight train.
Friday evening.
—Mrs. Gertrude Burditt returned to
—Edgar R. Toothaker has been con
fined to the house with the mumps the her home in Rumford Falls Saturday.
past week. Mrs. Nathaniel Harnden is - —Mrs. Sadie Costello returned to hexassisting his father in the store.
home in Lewiston Tuesday afternoon.
—Capt. C. H. Pease, who has been
—Walter Grover returned last Mon
suffering with neuralgia and other day from a visit to his parents in Wilton.
troubles arising from a wound received > —Misses Eyerdene Shepard and Bertha
in the army, is somewhat more comfort True were in Farmington last Thursday.
able.
—Ebenezer Hinkley of Rangeley was
—Mr. U. S. Jacobs, who has been in town on business one day this week.
working for L. F. Kempton of Rangeley
—Mrs. Will Kelley of Lewiston is vis
on the steam mill, is now working for
Eugene Soule cutting stone near Haley iting Mr. Kelley’s parents, Mr. and Mrs.
M. S. Kelley.
pond.
—N. U. Hinkley, Esq., of Farmington
—Mrs. Ella Brackett and Mrs. L. B.
Costello of Lewiston, have been in town was the guest of Mr. and Mrs. D. F.
several days caring for Mrs. Mary and Field one day last week.
—Messrs. S G. Haley, H. F. Beedy
Miss L. N. Brackett, who have been
and H. B. Austin returned from Au
very ill.
—Mr. Henry W. Carter of Providence, gusta last Saturday.
—Rev. A. F. Earnskaw exchanged
R. I., formerly of Farmington, Maine,
was in town this week. Mr. Carter is pulpits with Rev. H. H. Brown of New
making a tour of northwestern Maine in Vineyard last Sunday.
the employ of the American Enamel Co.
—Mrs. W. A. D. Cragin was the guest
—Mr. Will True has purchased the of Mrs. J. Currier Tarbox of Farminglhouse owned by Mr. George Dennison, ton the first of the week.
situated next the blacksmith shop, and
—An assembly will be held at Bates
will soon move his family there.
Mr. ball next Monday evening. Dancing
Dennison has bought the house formerly will begin at 8 o’ clock sharp.
occupied by Mr. True.
—Mr. Jo rn Phillips and sister, Mrs.
—Mr. W. A Rirh, formerly manager Hodgman, of Kingiield were the guests
o f the Phillips & Rangeley railroad, is of Mr. aud Mrs. Hiram Phillips last
now located in Arizona. He is engaged week. ,
as promoter of a large gold mine. It is
—Mr. George B. Sedgeley is in Port
understood that he is in one of the rich laud and Lewiston this week. During
est regions in the United States.
liis absence his store is in charge of
—The many friends of A. W. Mayo of Cony Hoyt.
Freeman, dealer in maple syrup, sugar,
—Mr. Mason Parker of Bruuswick
honey and candy, were pleased to re and B. T. Parker, Jr., of Waltham,
©eive a short visit from him recently. Mass., were called home by the sickness
Mr Mayo failed'to make his usual visit aud death of tbeir father, B. T. Parker.
last spring, owing to illness, and his
—Mr. Chas. Cushman wks not able to
'“ sweets” were much missed. We un
derstand that he is sen n to make a sec attend to his duties as baggage master
ond trip and we anticipate for him a on the Sandy River railroad last week
on account of sickness.
hearty welcome.
— Mrs. J. F. Toothaker has four leg
—Mr. Horatio Wilbur, brother of
Oman Wilbur, died at his home in East horn pulleis that laid in 47 days, com 
Liverm >re, March 3. Mr Wilbur never mencing Jan. 1J. 127 eggs. Can anyone
©hanged his residence but died in the give a better report during the cold
house in which he was born September weather?
—A box supper will be held in Bates
10, 1816, yet he has resided in two
states, in Massachusetts (until 1820, hall next Wednesday evening, March 13.
when Maine was made a state) and A Mother Goose entertainment and
Maine; three counties, Oxford, Kenne sociable will follow the supper. Eveiy
bee and Androscoggin; two towns, Liv lady is requested to bring a box.
ermore and East Livermore.
—The members of the Ladies’ A 'd of
the M. E. church were entertained by
i Miss Luette Timberlake, at her home
|on Main street, Wednesday evening.
Light refreshments were served.
—As the excursion train was return
ing from Farmington last Monday even
ing in the Howland cut it struck a large
A ma n
stone that laid in the middle of the
with a
track, which had rolled from the bank.
The stone was burled about twenty feet.
thin head
Little damage was done to the locomo
of hair is
tive.
a m arked
—The pie supper, given under the
auspices of the Young People’s union in
man. But
Bates hall last Tuesday evening, was
th e
b ig
well attended. A musical program was
can ted out, consisting of a solo by Miss
bald spot
Mabel Nickerson and a duet by Misses
is not the
Mabel Hescock and Edith Hunter, after
which the pies were sold. A sociable
kind of a mark most
followed.
men like.
—Last Friday afternoon the members
of the Golden Cross held their regular
►
Too many men in
session for the purpose of installing the
t h e i r tw en tie s are
officers. After the installation a fine
oyster stew was seived by the ladies,
bald. This is absurd
i Following are the officers installed:
and all unnecessary.
! N. C.. C. O. Dill; V. N. C., Louisa Pink
H e a l t h y hair shows
1bam- F. K. of R., Mrs. M. F. Dill; K. of
i R., Stella Howland; I. G., Addie Lufkin.
man’s s tre n g th . To
—Those who attended the lecture by
build up the nair from
Rev. Lyman Abbott, D. D., at Farming►
ton, last Monday evening were; Mr.
the roots, to prevent
and Mrs. Joel Wilbur, Mrs. W. A. D.
; and
Cragin, Rev. J. E. Clancy and wife, Rev.
<
A. F. Earnsliaw, Mrs. H. F. Beedy, Mrs.
: ►
H. W. True, Mrs. J. W. Brackett, Mrs.
Diana Aldrich, Misses Eugenia Aldrich,
Josephine Whitney, Bertha True, Everdene Shepard, Mr. Sewall Kelley, Mr.
ì»
G. B. Sedgeley, Mr. Hartley Kenniston.
4
—Prof. N. C. Brackett of Harper’ s
]►
Ferry, W. Va., father of J. W. Brackett
■ I
of M a in e W oods had a very narrow
f
escape in a railroad wreck a few days
ago.
From Chevy Chase, Maryland,
►
always restores
where he is visiting his daughter, Mrs.
color
to
faded
or
gray
Mary Brackett Robertson, lie writes as
►
4
follows to his sister, Miss L. N. Brackett
hair. N o t i c e t n a t
of Phillips: Got here Tuesday afternoon
>
word, “ always.” And
of this week. Spent a couple of days
at Bluehill, then round through a cor
► it cures dandruff.
ner of Kentucky and to the Ohio bor
91.00 a bottle. All druggist*.
der and up the Kenawhato Charleston.
Legislature was iu session. Started for
4
“ My business calls me out among
Worthington Monday night, but my
strangers a great deal. I would
actually
feel
ashamed
every
time
train was wrecked six miles out of
<
I would take off my hat, my hair
Charleston, my car went over an em
was so thin and the bald spots
bankment some forty feet at full speed.
showed so plainly. 1 began the use
of your Hair Vigor less than three
I was glad enough to find a chance to
4 months ago. Today 1 find I have as
crawl out of the Wreck, without hat or
ne a head of hair as I ever had.
overcoat, but got both later, tborrglr I
tell everybody what I used, and
4 they sav ‘ it must be a wonderful
lost my arctics. It was a close call.
remedy ? ”
Geo. Y e a r l ,
Several were injured some bleeding,
Deo. 14, 1898.
Chicago, 111.
4
shoulders out of joint, etc., but no one
killed. I didn’t get a scratch, but I had
We bave a book on The Hair and
Scalp which we will send free upon
lively work to keep from being pitched
request. If you do not obtain all the
against a window. Train completely
benefits you expected from the use of
the Vigor, write the Doctor about
4 It,
wrecked, not a car left on the track.
Iddrf
Address.
The two in front of mine, pretty well
Da. J, C. AYER,
Lowell, Mass,
smashed. My car was partly saved by
a telegraph pole. It was a new sensa
Y " 1y "
tion. We were delayed six hours by it.
.«.A*.
—irV riftk A é ^ A A
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D R U G S A N D M E D IC IN E S .

D R U G S A N D M E D IC IN E S .

T A L K OF NORTH F R A N K L IN . T A LK OF NORTH F R A N K L IN .

After you

have

selected

your

paper hangings it is time to buy
paints and w indow shades to
match— Y ou will find it to be
the proper thing to select wall
paper first— Y ou can get Devoes
Lead and Zinc Paints *to match

Hospitals in our great cities are sad places to visit.
Three-fourths of the patients lying on those snow-white
beds are women and girls.
W hy should this be the case ?
Because they have neglected themselves.
Every one of these patients in the hospital beds had plenty
of warning in that bearing-down feeling, pain at the left or
right of the womb, nervous exhaustion, pain in the small of
the back. All of these things are indications of an unhealthy
condition of the ovaries or womb.
What a terrifying thought! these poor souls are lying
there on those hospital beds awaiting a fearful operation.
Do not drag along at home or in yonr place of employ
ment until you are obliged to go to the hospital and submit to
an examination and possible operation. Build up the female
system, cure the derangements which have signified them
selves by danger signals, and remember that L y d ia . E .
P iiik h a ln ’ s V e g e ta b le C o m p o u n d has saved thousands
of women from the hospital. Read the letter here published
with the full consent of the writer, and see how she escaped
the knife by a faithful reliance on Mrs. Pinkham’s advice
and the consistent treatment of her medicines.
Mrs. Knapp tells of her Great Gratitude.

any shade o f wall paper and
when that is done do not forget
to look for curtains to

match

both— Y ou can get any color—
A ll prices at the

IK
Corner Store,

Phillips, Maine.
Main Street,

No. I Beal Block,

“ D e a r M r s . P in k h a m :—I have received much benefit from using your

Vegetable Compound and Sanative WTash. After my child was born, blood
poison set in, which left me with granulated in
flammation of the womb and congested ovaries.
I had suffered from suppressed and painful
menstruation from a girl. The doctors told me
the ovaries would have to be removed. I took
treatment two years to escape an operation,
but still remained in miserable health in both
body and mind, expecting to part with my
reason with each coming month. After using
one bottle of the Compound, I became entirely
rid of the trouble in my head. I cofltinued to
use your remedies until cured.
“ The last nine months have been passed in
perfect good health. This, I know, I owe en
tirely to L y d i a E . P i n k h a m ’ s V e g e 
ta b le C o m p o u n d .
“ My gratitude is great indeed to the one to
whom so many women owe their health and
happiness.”— Mrs. F. M. K n a p p , 1528 Kinnickinnic Avenue, Milwaukee, Wis.

$

5000

REWARD

Owing to the fact that some skeptical
people have from time to time questioned
the genuineness of the testimonial letters
we are constantly publishing, we have
deposited with the National City Bank, of Lynn, Mass., $5,000.
which will be paid to any person who will show that the above
testimonial is not genuine, or was published before obtaining the
writer’s special permission.—L y d i a E. P i n k h a m M e d i Ci n b Co'

rALK OF NORTH F R A N K L IN .
—Mr. Julius C. Blanchard has sold
his farm to Mrs. Hattie Hoar.
—The Curvo club met last Tuesday
evening with Mrs. E. B. Currier.
—One of the enterprising young men
of Phillips is Mr. D. F. Hoyt, who is
now at the head of the firm of D. F.
Hoyt & Co ,^yhicb was formerly D. F.
Field & Co.
—At the M. E. church next Sunday
evening Rev. Mr. Clancy will gwe a re
port of the lecture of Rev. Lyman Ab
bott that was given in Farmington last
Monday evening.
—B. T. Parker died at his home in
the upper village, Wednesday about 6
o’ clock. The funeral services will be
held Saturday at 2 p. m , and under the
auspices of the Blue Mt. Lodge. No. 67,
F. & A. M.
—The community
was
shocked
Wednesday afternoon to hear of the
sudden death of Mrs. J. B. Noble. She
has been confined to the house only a
few days and was about the house two
days before her death.
—At the regular meeting of the Blue
Mt. Lodge, No. 67, of Phillips, the third
degree was worked on two candidates.
A special train was run from Rangeley.
Among the visiting brothers was Dis
trict Deputy Fred Raymond of Liver
more Falls.
N e w A d v e r t is e m e n t s .

Notices of committee hearings are in
serted by tlie committee on interior
waters.
Statement of The Fidelity and Casuality Co.
Statement of London
Fire Insurance Co.

& Lancashire

Resolutions of respect.
Notice.
Edgar R. Toothakerchanges his ad.
S. G. Haley advertises fancy groceries,
grain, etc.
E. C. Lufkin advertises sap buckets,
etc.
Wall paper and curtains at Fremont
Scamman’ s. See his ad.
T. R. Wing changes his ad.
A. M. Greenwood, in bis ad this
week, gives prices on dining tables aud
chairs.
D. F. Hoyt & Co. offer bargains in
men’s anti boys’ furnishings. See their
ad.

Among the Churches.
At the Union church Sunday the pul
pit was occupied by Rev. Mr. Brown of
New Vineyard in exchange with the
pastor.
A few minutes preceding the sermon
was devoted to a talk to the children on
the scripture that had been read, the
story of the coming of Nicodemus to
Jesus by night. The text was from Job
xiv: 14, -‘If a man die shall he live
again?” Let us inquire how this ques
tion, which has been asked by all gen
erations of human beings, came into the
mind of man. At a definite time in the

THE CHARI OF-LIFE
Is Lost W hen the Burden is Too
Heavy
Life is hardly worth the living with the
never-ceasing aches and pains o f a bad
back. If you would remove the burden
of backache, reach the cause—the kid
neys. Doan’s Kidney Pills will cure sick
kidneys, and the cure is lasting. Here
is proof o f it.
Mr. Israel A. Morse, o f 10 Tyng street,
Newburyport, a member o f the Board of
Aldermen for two years, and Common
Council for three years, says : “ My ex
perience with and opinions o f Doan s
Kidney Pills which I expressed through
our newspapers in 1896, after taking a
course of the treatment, have not altered.
Lvalue that preparation more highly to
day than I did when I first published my
statement, and that is over three years
ago. To my personal experience I can
add that of many others in this city who
one and all coincide with me in saying
that Doan’s Kidney Pills act as repre
sented.’
Doan’s Kidney Pills for sale by all
dealers; price 50 cents a box. M died
on receipt of price by Foster-Milburn
Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents for the
U. S, Remember the name, Doan’s, and
take no substitute.

W .A .D . CR A G IN .

history of creation it pleased God to
create man, giving him a spiritual life;
and not man alone, for he was given a
companion and they twain were to be
one flesh. There came a t;me when to
these two came the glory and love of
fatherhood and motherhood. But change
came as it has always come and parting
for those who loved and were beloved.
Then because of these things our relations to one another and the inevitable
partings came the question, “ If a man
die shall he iive again?”
There are two classes which we may
mention by whom this inquiry is made,
first those who claim to have received
Christ into their lives and to have vital,
living faith in him Truly there are
those with such faith, but it is sadly
true that some make the claim whose
experience do not testify to its posses
sion. Someone has painted in word
pictures the character of one who while
in abject poverty deluded himself with
the belief that untold possessions were
his and spoke of his daily banquets and
appointments of wealth even while suf
fering from direct need and destitution.
This is a portrayal of some lives which
claim to have received the riches of
grace and yet bave not put on Christ; of
those who know him only in their
speech. Let us take heed that we do
not deceive ourselves, but that we
obtain the true life of tlie spirit from
him who said, ‘ Ye must be born again.”
There is another class who neglect the
true life, who do not even confess its
importance. It is related of a certain
king that one day, being much pleased
with the fool of bis court, be presented
him with his scepter telling him it was
his until he found one more worthy the
name of fool. The king at last came to
liis death bed aud sent for his followers
and friends that he might bid them
farewell. With others came the jester
of the court. As the king spoke of the
long journey he was about to take and
said that it was one from which he
should not return, the fool asked if the
king had made preparations for that
journey. He was told that none had
been made. Then said he to the dying
king “ Take back your scepter. Your
folly is greater than mine.”
God has given his well-beloved and
“ only begotten son that whosoever be
lieveth on him might have everlasting
life.” Is it not folly to negiect the con
sideration and the honest consideration
of these things?
At the M. E. church Sunday morning
Rev. J. E. Clancy took for his text
“ Vicarious sacrifice of Christ,” II Cor.
v: 14. The subject grows out of the
text, the vicarious sacrifice of Christ
was a settled conviction in the apostle
mind. The central truth of the gospel,
the vital life of apostolic preaching.
Christ taught it, the disciples believed
it. The primitive church recognized it
was the “ power of God unto salvation.”
It was tlie scarlet thread running
throughout the sacred writings.
“ Christ died for all.” Frequently
small words in a sentence have great
force of meaning. “ Christ died for all.”
The Chinese prince, who will soon go to
Germany to make reparation for the

assasrination of Baron Von Ketteler, will
represent the empire of Clrina. In other
words act for China. The pope calls
himself the vicar of Christ.
Christ
stands in the place of sinful humanity.
Not a place of honor, but dishonor and
suffering. “ He was bruised for our
iniquities,” “ I lay down my life for the
sheep.” The sacrifice of Christ was
voluntary. No power coerced him to
sacrifice himself, his death not the re
sult of the unappeased wrath of God.
Jesus made it plain that he willingly
yielded himself. In referri g to his
death he declares: “ No man taketh it
from me, but 1 lay it down o f myself; I
have power to lay it down and I have
power to take it again.” Christ was
more than a martyr Christ died for
the sin of all. “ This,” says the natural
heart, “ is a bard saying; who can be
lieve it?” The present generation had
no share in persecuting, betraying, con
demning and crucifying Jesus; but
Jesus declared the Pharisees to be
guilty of the blood of Abel and Zacharias.
Although they admired the prophets
that were slain, they were guilty in the
sense that they possessed the same spirit
as their fathers who slew the prophets.
Their attitude toward God and the
truth were the same. There is no rea
son to believe Jusus Christ would be a
whit safer in the present day from the
wicked plans and wrath of those who
oppose the good in its various forms
than he was in the days yf Pontius
Pilate. We may all share in the bene
fits of Christ’ s death
•

An

Honest

Medicine
Grippe.

For

La

George W. Waitt of South Gardiner,
Me., says: “ I have had the worst cough,
cold, chills and grip and have taken
lots of trash of no account but profit to
the vendor. Chamberlain’ s Cough Rem
edy is the only thing that has done any
good whatever. I have used one bottle
of it and the chills, cold aud grip bave
all left me. I congratulate the manu
facturers of an honest medicine.”
For
sale by W. A. D. Cragin, Phillips; E. H.
Whitney, Rangeley; Dyer’ s Drug Store,
Strong, and Lester L. Mitchell, Kingfield.
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Hundreds of Children and adnlts have won
but are treated for other diseases. The sym
toms a r e in d ig e s tio n , with a variable app
'

r

X,

XJ o a vjr c t u u UUJ1 ; 1 bO Hl

o f th e nose ; short, dry co u g h ; grin d in g o f t
teeth ; starting d u rin g s l e e p ; Blow fever; a
often in ch ildren , convulsion s.

TRUE’S
ELIXIR

PIN W O R M

>

is tho b 08t worm remedy made. It has been i
use since 1 8 5 1 , is purely vegetable, harinlei
and effectual. Where no worms are preset
tt acts as a Tonic, and corrects the conditio
of the mucous membrane o f the stomach an
bowels. A positive cure for Constipation an
Biliousness, and a valuable remedy in a
the common complaints of children. Prie
36 cents. Ask yonr druggist for it.
Ilr. J, 1. TRITE As DO., Auburn, Me.
Special treatment ter Tape Worms,

1 ‘W

l-'ree pamphlet
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